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ABSTRÀCT

The thesis argues the proposítion that special status

cannot prewent the assimil-ation of Québec into the North

Amerj-can mainstream cufture because special status brings

Québec towards what George Grant cal-l-s the 'uniwersal and

homogenous staLe.' Throughout the l-960s, Québec's programme

of modernizatj-on 1ed Québec away from its traditional-

cul-ture, imposing a framework within which t.he dominant

principles of the age of progress could take hol-d in Québec.

George Grant argues that the modern era j-s

homogeni zing, washing away all traditional- cul-tures. The

Government of Québec believed that the central threat to the

Québec cufture and language was the central-izing pol-icies

favoured by the federal government after the Second World

Idar. Thus Québec fel-t. secure in adopting the precept.s of the

era of progress.

Through looking at the impact of US inwestment in

Canada and the attj-tudes of the Québêcois towards Lhe USA,

it can be determined that the US has a heawy impact on the

cul-ture of the province. Finally, the paper looks at

Sovereignty-Association and separation in the light of the

owerall thesis.

The conclusion suggests that special status went from a

method of preservíng the unique culture of Québec to a way

to reinforce the new culture of Québec; modernity in a

French- language environment .

l_v



INTRODUCTION

In 1839, Lord Durham described Canada as "ttoo nations

warring in the bosom of a single state. I' In a979, a40 years

Iater, the Pepín-Robarts Task Force on Canadian Unity

reached the same conclusion. The Task Force reported

. . . that the heart of the present [nat.iona]-
unityJ crisis is to be discovered in the
intersecting conflicts creaLed by two kinds of
cleavages j-n Canadian society... The first and
most pressing cleawage is that. ol-d Canadj-an
division between 'the French' and 'the
English' . . .1

Successiwe governments both in Ottawa and in Québec

City have tried to resofve the unity crisis in Canada. Since

the Quiet Revolution, various Québec goverrunents have put

forward demands for special status as a strategy to ensure

the survival of the French Canadian culture on the North

American continent.

Pol-itícal- thinker George Grant díscusses Québec's

survival-. Journalist Charles Taylor writes that.

Grant... is sympathet.ic to French-Canadian
aspirations. But the reality of Lheir culture,
and their desire not to be swamped, cannot
save the French-Canadians from the relentless
pul1 of continentalism. Whil-e they want to
preserve their culture, they also \dant the
benefits of progress. These are contradictory

I D.V. Smil-ey, The Federal Condition in Canada, (Toronto,
I9B7), p-L25.



goal-s. lGrant says] ' In] ationalism can only be
ãsserted successfully by an identificatíon
with technol-ogical advance; but technological
advance entail-s the disappearance of those
indigenous differences that give substance to
national-ism.2

This paper is an examination of what Taylor and Grant

have said abowe. It will argue that special status cannot

prevent the assimil-ation of the Québécois into the English-

dominated, North American culture because special status

brings Québec toward what Grant calls the 'uniwersal and

homogenous State.' Special SLatus has led Québec away from

its traditional culture through imposing a framework within

which the dominant principles of modernity could take hol-d

in Québec. Post-war economic changes in Canada and the Quiet

Revolution in Québec present.ed Québec with a contradiction:

the province wanted to preserve its cufture while adopting

the trappings of a modern, progressiwe state.

The paper will- argue from Grant's perspectíwe regarding

the modern progressive era and its effect on mankind. That

is to say, the philosophy of progress places Canada, and

therefore Québec, oû a march toward the universal- and

homogeneous state. The major cause of assimilation is the

age of progress and the corresponding cultural impact of

that age. Once this progressive mind set is adopted, aspects

of the age of progress tend to generate a new culture; a new

philosophy of l-ife is created. Grant argues that in the face

2 Charles Taylor, Radical Tories, (Toronto, L982), p-r47
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of this new culture, traditional- cultures are washed away.

It is only since the 1960s that Québec g'overnments have

begun to demand more formal, constitutional accommodation.

This comes as a resul-t of the adoption of a strong

centralizing and j-nterventionist mind-set by the central
government in the immediat.e post-war era. The adoption by

Canada of Keynesian economic principles signalled t.he full-
integration of Canada into the modern, progressive era. fn

accordance with the principles of Keynesianism, the Canadian

government began to press for a greater centralizatíon of

po\^rers. This caused consternation in Québec. The province

adopted the view that economic, social and fiscal- powers

should be hel-d by Québec, and not the federal government- In

this way the province could retain control of cuftural
aspects of Québec l-ife. This was the goal of special status.

There is a strong link between legislatiwe power and

culture. This link is noted by t.he Québec government. in its
L956 Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry on

ConstitutÍonal Problems which states that:
As regards economic, social and fiscal-
legislation... Iit is] difficult to deny its
present profound repercussions on the people's
way of life and thought, and, consequently, ofl
cultural and nat j-onaI val-ues in particular.
This fact seems obvious to us, when we
consider social- policy, that' is, the overal-l-
Iegislatíve and administrative measures
relating to the public welfare, to health, to
hygiene and t.o social security. In each of
t.hese cases, there are invol-wed particular
institutions which are already existent, or
which are being set up t.o meet new needs, such
as hospitals, hospices, asylums, orphanages,



hygiene and heal-th services. . . etc. It is
t.hrough these instítutions it creates that a
people translates its philosophy of lífe and
these institutions become, ât the same time
the manifestations and the guardians of its
cultural and national- val-ues. . . 3

ft is the changes in the philosophy of l-ife discussed

in the Report which causes some concern to its authors.

Economic, fiscal and social- Iegislation do not simply affect

one's personal weal-th and status, they affect how that

person wiews Lhe world and therefore, must ultimately affect

culture. Consequently, if the economic and social philosophy

is directed from outside Québec, then cul-ture too will be

directed from outside of Québec. As the Report goes on to

say, "wiLh what. philosophy of societal l-ife will a

central-ized socj-al legis1at.íon be inspired in Canada- with

that of the A-nglo-Protestant majority, or with that of the

French-Cathol-ic minorityl "4 The Commission members feared

that institutions in Québec whích artj-culate culture would

begin to articulate an English-Canadian culture were social

and economic decisions to be made by the English-dominated

central government. Thus, by the end of the 1960s, the

Province of Québec, ês the centre of French cul-ture in North

America was demanding that íts specj-al st.atus be entrenched

in the Constitution by way of a devol-ution of powers.

Modern Québec nationalism can be seen in this light.

3 Gowernment of Québec, Report of the Royal Commission of
fnquiry on Constitutional- Problems, vo:.. 2, L956, p.280.

A _-* -Iþ-ic]., vo1. 2, p.280.



The Québec government wanted to ensure that economic

prosperity and growth woul-d occur without threatening the

unique culture of Québec, and would allow Québec to be in

charge of its own destiny within the framework of the

Canadian federation. Nationalism has been defined as "the

coll-ective will- of a distinctiwe community to survive and

grow according to its own cultural imperatives. "5 The

nationalism that dominat.ed the era during and after the

Quiet Revol-ution was refl-ected in the drive for

7' epanouissement ( expansionism) . ó

Infl-uenced by the growth of new economic principles in

government, Québec society j-n general found that the

traditional ultramontane and rural- ideol-ogy which

characterized l-a survivance undervalued and constrained

economic progress.T During the Quiet Revolution, the state

became the central- institution in the l-iwes of the

Québécois.8 In a phrase, Lhe Quiet Revolution was about

entering the modern world.

The Quiet Rewol-ution was a socíal and economic change.

The nationalism which arose in t.he l-960s \¡/as tr...the Québec

people's search for a new security compatible with an

5 Ramsay Cook, "The Evolution of Nationalism in Québec, r'

British,fournal- of Canadian Studies, vol-.4, no.2, 1989, p.307.
6 rbid.,p.31-6.
7 rbid.,p.311.
8 lbid. ,p.313.



economic and social moderníty they no longer shunned. This

elicited seemingly insatiabl-e demands from Québec for funds

and jurisdiction...e

There was an attitudinal change among the Québec

people. The Cat.hol-ic Church was no longer the protector of

the French cufture in North America. The Québec state would,

through increased interwention, protect the French island in

the North American sea. To achieve cul-tural- securit.y it was

determined that Québec would have to be recognized as a

province pas coÍilne J-es autres. Québec woul-d need a special

status among the Canadian provinces.

However, the strategy of special status was fl-awed.

Québec determined that it would need greater jurisdictional-

Ieeway in order to have more control- over its culture. With

the Quiet Revolution Québec accepLed modernity, and demanded

more influence over the forces of prog-ress. However, as

Grant argues, progress comes with its own cuftural

imperatives which subsume more traditional- cultures. Thus,

by accepting the age of prog.ress, the Québécois accepted t.he

forces that woul-d see their uni-que culture eventually

disappear from the North American continent.

Grant's ideas regarding the homogenization of cuftures

wilt be outl-ined in Chapter One. This theoretical framework

entails George Grant's ideas on the economic implications of

e AIan C. Cairns, " Po1it. j-cs
Disruptions, Douglas E. I^Iilliams,

of Constitutional- Renewal, "
€d., (Toronto, L99I) , p.70.



the technocratic, materialistic philosophy that has been

adopted. by man in the modern era. Grant argues that the

modern era is homogenizing in that progress has become

associated with economic growth. Once on the path of

progress, Grant argues that the march towards the universal-

and homogenous state is unstoppable.

Chapter Two will examine more closely t.he concept of

special status. Over the years, special status has been

defined in terms of redistributing the constitutional

jurisdictions of the federal government to t.he provinces, oI

at least to Québec. The argument will be made that the

Québec government's goal in achieving special Status was to

protect cufture through increased provincial- control over

economic and social powers. Special status was and is a

power struggle.

Chapter Three wil-1, argue that the Québec government

began to demand prowinciat autonomy in the area of economic

and social powers in an attempt to control the effects of

the new economic principles and therefore protect the

cufture of Québec. In part, Québec adopted specíaI Status as

a result of a misunderstanding of the post-war adoption of

Keynesianísm; the Québécois felt that centralization

represented the major threat to the French Canadian culture,

and not the economic system as Grant argues -

"French Canada is quite prepared to take up the

av¡esome cultural challenge it faces on Lhe North American



continent... rt said Daniel ,Johnson at the L961 Confederation

of Tomorrow meetings.l0 Chapter Four will explore the extent

to whj-ch this is possible; the fact is that the United

States is the dynamic centre of the era of progress. The

Canadian gowernment itself does not hawe ful-l- controf over

economic decisions made in the pursuit of progress. Thus,

the federal gowernment cannot devol-we that power. This

chapter will suggest t.hat Québec cannot get sufficient

economic control through special status so that it coul-d

protect its cul-ture.

Fina11y, ChapLer Five will- look at the options for

Québec outside special status. One of the key options

avail-able to the citizens of the province has been that of

Sovereignt.y-Association. Chapter Fiwe will look at how this

option fit.s in with Grant's ideas about the homogenization

of cultures.

When one looks at the pressures that are being put on

Québec's culture vis a vjs the economic and related

international pressures, one can see that any formal

recognition of special status coul-d not be made broad enough

to give the Québec government power enough to check both the

effects of the modern economy and the effects of

Americanizat.ion. Lord Durham's war continues, but it is a

war t.hat the Québécois cannot win.

lo Daniel- ,fohnson, 'rI,{haL
Federalism, Myth or Real-ity,
1-9'7L) , pp.42'7 - 428 .

Does Québec hlant? -L967, 'r Canadian
,1. Peter Meekison, €d., (Toronto,

B



CHAPTER ONE

GEORGE GRÀNT AND MAN IN MODERNTTY

Modern civil-izat.ion makes all local cuftures
anachronÍst.ic -

Georqe Grant. LamenL for a Nation

fn his book Lament for a Nation, George Grant offers a

bioqraphy of a nation. Grant's essential argument in Lament

is that distinct national cultures are being homogenized and

unified into the cufture of the l-iberal-oriented, modern

progressiwe state- Chapter One will examine t.his argument.

Grant bel-ieved that the progressive era is homogenizing

because that era has become associaLed with economic growth

and the accumul-ation of wealth. The end product of this

effect is what Grant call-s 'the universal and homogenous

staLe,' which Grant defines as

. . . the pinnacle of political- striving.
'Universal' Ímplies a world-wide sLate which
would eliminate the curse of war amongi
nations; 'homogenous' means that al-l men would
be equaI, and war among classes woul-d be
el-iminated. The masses and the philosophers
have both agreed that this universal- and
egalitarian society is the goal of historical
striving... This sLate will be achiewed by
means of modern science- a science that l-eads
to the conquest of nature... Man will conquer



man and perfect himself.ll

Grant was interested in how Canadians were affected by

what he terms the 'age of modernity' or the 'age of

progress. ' Grant defines this modern ag:e as a society in
which there is high individual consumption of many goods in
return for shorter hours of work. Further, there is a

requirement for a high degree of technical competence to the

extent that people specialize in a smal-l- area without

necessarily understanding the whole. Finally, the population

of the modern world is urbanized, and that fact leads to a

highly complex tif estyJ-e.12

Grant argues that the origins of the universal- and

homogenous state l-ie in technologícaI and scientific
ad.wance. This chapter wil-l- f írst examine technol-ogy and how

it has affected mankind. From this discussion wil-l- be drawn

the concept of liberalism and how it has become associated

with economic growth. Liberal-ism has become the dominant

ideology of the western world, and has its roots in

technol-ogical advance .

TECHNOLOGY

Much of Grant's writing is devoted to studying people

in modern society. Grant says that rrthe great fact of ... the

11 George Grant, Lament for a Nation, (Ottawa, 1-986),
pp.53 , 54.

12 George Grant, rrAn Ethic of Community,'t Social Purpose
f or Canada, Michel Oliver, êd. (Toronto, 1961-) ,p.7 .
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r¡/hole of the modern world is that we are now l-iving in the

mass scientific society and this is something totally new in

the experience of the human race.13

Throughout his discussions, Grant had a particular

concept of technology in mind. He beliewed that

the dominant spirit of modern societies. . . is
t.hat of modern practical- science... it aims to
buil-d a better l-ife for al-l- mankind, and it
bel j-eves that the at.tainment. of this goal
depends upon the careful investigation of
natural processes together with their
redirection to alleviate human suffering and
to j-ncrease the pleasures of Iife... This is
what Grant sometimes call-s 'the obj ective
spirit ,' . . . 'the will- to technology, '
'expansionist. practical j-ty, ' 'Lhe drive to

or simply

technology that l-aid the

foundat.ion for the modern society of t.oday. Grant says of

the modern scientific era that rrwe can now as never before

choose to make our world, to use nature and abuse her, but

l-ess than ever before need we submit to her necessity.t'

Vühen humanity is freed from a life of subsistence, it. can

develop more fully; individuals can seff-actualize. Thus

Grant argues that. mankind has become interest.ed in
dominating the natural world- it is in this way that

13 George Grant., trThe Minds of Men in the Atomic Age,
Canadian Pol-it.ical Thouqht, H. D. Forbes, ed. , (Toronto, 19 B5 )
n )A¿"

t4 H.D. Forbes, rrThe Pol-itical Thought of George Grant,
Journal of Canadian Studíes , vo]- .26, no. 2 (Summer, 1-99I)
p.48 .

15 Grant, "Minds of Men",p.285

unl- imited mastery, '
'technol ogy .'to

Grant bel-ieved that it was
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humanity can free itself from the bonds of subsistence.

Grant argues that "liberalism is the fitting ideology

for a society dírected towards these ends. It denies

unequiwocally that there are any gíven restraints that might

hinder pursuit of dynamic dominance. ''rÓ rrrt is only

necessary to t.hink what modern men hawe done to make life

pleasant, to cut down the curses of pain and work (and they

are curses) to see how great the achiewements of the modern

worl-d have been. "17 Technological advances in the modern era

have been essential to the development of liberal-ism-

mankind cannot be free if its day t.o day life is concerned

with survival and subsistence. Humanity now has the time

needed for freedom; leisure requires time.rs Freedom is

essential t.o liberalism, the great ideology of modern times.

LIBERÄ.LISM

Grant defines l-ibera]ism as "a set of beliefs which

proceed from the central assumption that man's essence is

his freedom and therefore that what chiefly concerns man in

his l-ife is to shape the worl-d as we vlant it. "re Thus the

age of progress as discussed above is inseparable from

l-iberalism. This philosophy is intimately connected with the

ró GranL , Lament , p .57 .

17 Taylor, Radical-, p.L43.
l8 Grant, "Minds of Men" , p.2 85 .

le Taylor, Radica] , p.L52.
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concept of freedom. First the concept of freedom in Grant,s

context must be established, then liberalism and its effect
on humanity can be examined.

Isaiah Berl-in discusses two senses of the term freedom:

the first is negative freedom. Negatiwe freedom is the

answer to the question "what is the area in which the

subject- a person or group of persons- is or should be left
to do or be what he is able to do or be, without

interf erence by other persons? "20 Berlin al-so d.iscusses

positiwe freedom as t.he answer t.o the question: rrwhat, or

who, is the source of control or interference that can

determine someone to do, or be, this rather than that?"21

Grant arg:ues that humanity is mowing, on an individual-

l-evel, towards more negative freedom. People are becoming

concerned about not hawing limitat.ions, within reason, or

t.heir ability to fiwe a Iifestyle they feel- most comfortabfe

with.

Grant believed that l-iberal-ism was changing the way in
which people wiewed theír rel-ationship with each other.

Grant bel-ieves that implicit in liberal-ism is the idea that

"... man in his freedom creates the valuable. The human good

is what we choose for our good. "22 GranL has concerns about

20 Isaiah Berlin, rrT\,vo Concepts of Liberty, " Four Essays
On Liberty, Isaiah Berlin, êd., (London, 1-969) , pp.12I,1-22-

2t rbid . ,p.1-22 .

22 GranL, Lament ,p.5'7 .
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a philosophy that giwes people choices in moral- standards

and behaviour. Grant maintained that

...ancient philosophers had wiewed man as part
of a natural- order, and as subject. of divine
1aw; whereas the modern philosophy Iof
liberalisml placed him in full control of his
destiny. The quest.ion thoughtful people must
ask themselves is whether the progressive
spirit is going to hold within itself any
conception of spiritual law and freedom; or
whether our . . . spirit wilt degenerate into a
rudderl-ess desire for domination on the part
of our elites and aiml-ess pleasure among the
masses .23

Essentially, GranL wonders if mankind is strong enough

to hol-d itself to an external code of ethics, or if it wil}

appfy free

that, in a

supreme and

'pleasure'

choice to ethical- decisions as well.

l-iberal society, Iiberal wal-ues will-

Grant argues

become

for the

ideology suggests that. there should be

l-imit.s on man's freedom. Liberalism, by

unrestricted choice as 'the

rightness' to be decided by

sel-f-created, âs opposed to

ethics.

human spirit will- opt

simply because the liberal-

no unreasonable

defining

good,' therefore al-l-ows 'moral-

the individual- - an internal

externally imposed code of

therefore the

rouLe. This is

This acceptance of an internal morality concerned

Grant. He agreed with Nietzsche's statement that. trprogress

was t.he doctrine which hel-d men when the conceptíon of

hist.ory in western Christianíty had been secul-arized by

23 Taylor, Radical- ,p.L42.
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modern philosophy and science. "24 It would seem that

mankind, now free from the restraints of nature, wants to be

free from the restraints of and external- code of ethics.

Grant argues that where man is in charge of hís moral-

destiny, he will make moral decisions in terms of liberty;

something becomes good if it increases one's freedom of

choice. Therefore, if an externaf moral precept prohibits

some alternate lifest.yle such as homosexual-ity or

cohabitation outside of wedlock, then that prohibition is

unacceptable and musL be discarded. The externality is the

k"y; because it is not a product of free choice, that

external- code is inwalid. Modern times demand that society

accept all- reasonable choices because each indiwidual has

the right to be free from societal- rufes regarding his or

her own l-if e choices.

Berlin, ref erring to Mil-l, says that

...unless men are left to liwe as they wish
'in the path which merely concerns themselves'
ciwilization cannot advance; the truth wil]
not, for lack of a free market in ideas, come
to light; there will be no scope for
spontaneity, originality, genius, for mental
energiy, f or moral courage. Society wil-l be
crushed by the weight of 'col-l-ect.ive
mediocriLy' l,{hatever is rich and diversif ied
will- be crushed by the weight of custom

Here Berlin suggests that unfess society pursues increased

24 George Grant, I'Teaching What
Canadian Political Thouqht, H.D. Forbes,
n A.?L

Nietzsche Taught,
êd., (Toronto, 1985)

t< 
-" Berlj-n, Four Essavs, p.1-27
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freedom, there can be no progress in any field involwing

spontaneity, originality, etc. People, then, must. be free to

make life choices as they see best. The only restraint on

t.his freedom should be that they do not restrict the freedom

of another.2ó

Grant cal-ls this moral democracy the "religion of

humanity and progress. "27 Lj-beralism has become the

yardstick of morality- if freedom is increased, then good is

increased. Grant bel-iewes that this new system of belief

". . . wil-l bind together the l-ives of individuals and give

them some consistency of purpose."28 Grant ímpties this

leads to a cultural- change. In this light, liberal-ism is not

an ideology, rather it is an anti-ideology.2e An ideology

imposes an order on man; liberalism, with its cornerstone of

freedom as man's essence, could not impose an ideology; it

liberates man from ideology. 'tThe end of ideology is the

perfect sJ-ogan for men who want to do what they want.

Liberal-ism is, then, the faith that can understand progress

as an extension into the unl-imited possibility of the

future.30

In this sense, liberal-ism is a drive for the

2ó lbid . ,p.J-27 -

27 Forbes, "Political Thoughl, " p.54.
28 rbid. , p. 54 .

2e Grant, LamenL,p.5B.

30 Tbid.,p.5B.
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emancipation of the human spirít. One can see here the

infl-uence of the liberal mind-set on the economy. There

should be no unreasonable restraints on a person's

lifestyle- all- aspects, including business. Therefore, if an

ideology or l-aw should restrict business, it is not just and

must be discarded. Thus liberalism has become associated

with a drive for economic expansion. This is because

economic expansion has become assocj-ated with freeing the

human spirit; the richer a people is, the freer that peopÌe

is. Howewer, while economic adwance was intended to grant

mankind greater freedom, Grant notes rr...expanding [the]

economy is no longer a means to us- a means for the

liberation of the spirit- it has become an end to

itself . . .3r

The work of Francis Fukuyama elaborates on Grant's work

regarding l-iberalism and economic growth- Fukuyama's

thinking f ollows in the same vein as t.hat of Grant. He

argued that

the liberal- state must be universal, that is,
grant recognition to all citizens because t.hey
are human beings, and not because they are
members of some particular national, ethnj-c or
racial- group. And it must be homogenous
insofar as it creates a classless society
based on the abolition of the distinction
between masters and slawes.32

Here Fukuyama outl-ines the steps to the recognition of the

3r Grant, "Minds of Men" ,p.286 .

?a _" Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and The Last Man,
(New York , L992) , p.204.
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universal- and homogenous state. He first says that

essentially, each person searches for dignity, and therefore

is free and autonomous. Second, he argues that all are

equal .33 Thj-s argument is simil-ar Lo Grant's discussion of

liberal-ism- man's essence is his freedom.

Dignity is the link between economic prosperity and

l-iberal-ism as Grant discusses. Fukuyama concludes that man

in modern socj-ety searches essentially for dignity. Yet

Fukuyama does not explore the connection fully- he does not,

as does Grant, conclude that economic expansion is the chief

purpose of modern society. Howewer, Fukuyama does provide

the groundwork for such a concl-usion.

Humanity's search for dignity has come to mean the

search for economic expansion. In master- slave societj-es,

the master is in charge and owns property. The sfave does

not own property, rather, the slawe is property. Yet, modern

society emphasizes the freedom of all. If the sfaves can

master technol-ogy and themsel-wes through education and work,

they too can become masters.34 All people can gain dignity

through gaining wealth; dignity comes through becoming

'masters in their own house.'

Liberalism al-l-ows mankind to choose what it sees as

'the good.' As freedom, a liberal society's ultimate good,

is more and more tied to economic growth, that economi-c

Ibid.,p.200.

Ibid . ,p.205 .

33

34
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growth becomes more and more associated with 'the good.'

Richer means freer and therefore better. Thus the driwe to

free Lhe human spirit becomes intimatety tinked with the

drive to expand material weal-th. Further, this link is seen

as good.

Economics is not simply about fiscal- progress, it is

about how people l-íwe their lives. Economic progress cannot

be divorced from people's day to day lives because

"phílosophy must arise from the most immediate and concrete

experience of our l-iwes, both public and private... rr35 Grant

argues that fundamental- to the age of progress is the fact

that

economic expansion through the control- of
nature by science has become Lhe chief purpose
of our existence. It has become the goal to
whích everything el-se must be subordinated,
the God \¡¡e worship. . . Now at l-ast in North
America t.his has become the dominant. religion,
which shapes our society at nearly every
point .3ó

Here, Lhen, is the l-ink between the 'religion of

humanity and progress' and 'the universal- and homogeneous

state. ' The priority in the vüestern worl-d has become

progress and increased weal-th- all el-se, according to Grant,

is subordinated to that goaI.

When a society equates its identit.y with economic

progress, it exposes itself to the culture of Lhe universal

35 Taylor, Radical ,p.L32 .

'u Grartt, " Minds of Men, " p.285.
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and homogenous st.ate - As Grant. said, rrwhen t.he maj ority
equate their own materiat weff being with technological
progress, it becomes ímpossibte to preserwe any rernnant of
t.raditiorr.u3T George Grant says

...men assume in the age of progress that the
broad mowement of history is upward. Taken asa whole, what is bound to happen is bound tobe good. But this assumption is not self-evident. The fact that evenLs happen does notimpty that they are good. We unãèrstand thisin the small- events of personal l_ife. InIe onlyforget it in the large events when we worshiþ
the future. sE

Modernity's homogenizing force comes through the desire of
the peopJ-e to progress economicatty. Liberal-ism suggests

that what people want is g,ood., and they should not be

inhibited in their desires. The desire to progress affects
people, and culture derives from the day to day lives of
those people.

ïn the face of the indiwidualist.ic universar and

homogenous state, a society which emphasizes other things-
family, spiritual life, cornmunity- cannot survive. Grant

says ". .technology is not simply a... means which men can

use wel-l- or badJ-y. As an end in itsel-f, it inhibits the
pursuit of other ends in the society it control_s.3e

Irüere Grant af íve today, he wourd most likely see the

37 wil-l-iam Mathie, "The Technol-ogicar Regime: George
9t3n!'s Analysis of Modernity, " George Grant in piocess, LarrySchmidt, €d., (Toronto, I97B), p.15g.

38 Grant, Lament, p.38.
3e Mathie, I'Technological Regime, "p. 145 .
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currenL debate over Sunday shopping as an example of the

ingress of the homogenous state. Western society, shaped by

Christian values, has traditional-ly held Sunday to be a day

of rest. As such, governments hawe long hel-d restrictions
concerning the business hours of stores and the number of

employees al-l-owed to work on Sundays.

Howewer, since the middle of the 19th century, Sunday

closing laws have been under attack by businesses as a drain

on their potential profits, and as a restriction of

freedom.a0 Society today continues to push at a more

feverish rate for the introduction of liberalized Sunday

shopping l-aws. Surely this makes economic sense in a liberal
society? fn Canada today, the argument is made that the

Canadian ret.ailer gets a day off while the American retailer
makes money from cross-border shopping.ar The question that

is being asked is "why shoul-d retailers in Canada be

depriwed of a choice to earn more money...?'12 Note that

making money, or not making money is l-abel-Ied as a choice;

it is an exercise in freedom.

Grant would see the debate over Sunday shopping as a

deeper refl-ection of a society which has l-ost wal-ue for
tradit.j-on. In place of tradition is found 'economic common

40 Leo- Paul- Dana, "Why
Options, v.13, no.5, (.Tune,

4r rbid.. , p. 14 .

A1-- Ibid.,p.74.

Do We Export Shopping, " Policy
1-992),p.13.
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sense. ' Society sees making money and freedom of choice as

wal-ues t.hat are g-reater than long held traditions.

Grant said:

capitalism is. . . a way of l-if e based on the
principle that the most important activity is
profit making. That actiwity l-ed the wealthy
in the direction of continental-ism. They lost
nothing essential to the principle of their
l-ives ín l-osing their country. ft is this very
fact that has made capitalism the great
solvent of all tradition in the modern

Á.'1era - '-

These words refate well to Québec. The l-960s and 1970s sa\,v

Québec adopt a philosophy best summarized in the slogan

maîtres chez nous. Québeckers ident.ified French nationalism

with economic progress. The growth of state and francophone

businesses after 1960 bear this out.

On the surface it would seem that the Québécois were

adopting what Grant call-ed the 'Gaullist' method of

resisting a capitalist empJ-re.4 Grant describes Gaull-ism as

harnessing "the nationalist spirit to technol-ogical planning

and to insist internationally that there are limits to the

western 'aIlianc". r rr45 Howewer, the analysis of Québec in

modernj-ty does not end here. Grant cont j-nues

Gaul-lism is only possible when national-ism is
such a dominant motive among certain el-ites
that they are abl-e to control the economy so
as to stop the tendency of capitalism to

Grant, Lament, p.47

Ibid.,p.45.

rbid. , p.45 .
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become international- .aó

That is to sây, Québec would have to be willing to pay an

economic price to stave off the uniwersaf and homogenous

state. However, the events surrounding the Quiet Revolution

suggest that the new French national-ism was too closely

l-inked to economic progress.

To assert Gaull-ism in Québec, the political el-ite woul-d

have to subordinate economic progress to things like laws to

protect their language. Evidence suggests t.haL the trend was

the reverse; language laws were weakened in favour of

economic considerations. Further, American investment, a

source of wealth for the Québécois, would hawe to be

cont.rolled. The Québec el-ites identified closely with

American investment, however. Thus Gaul-l-ísm was not to be

established in Québec. The issues discussed briefty abowe

will be expanded upon and explored throughout the rest of

the paper-

There is no magic force to the homogenization of a

cul-ture. Cultures change because its people wish it. The

rest of t.he paper focuses on the Québécois wish to change. -

Through the 1960s and l-970s, the prowince of Québec went

through a radical- change j-n terms of its economic and social
perspectives, âs well as its attitudes towards the

protection of the French language as wel-l- as to the

4ó rbid.,p.46.
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wiability of remaining in the Canadian federation. While the

other aspects of this 'new nationalism' wilt be explored

l-ater on, Chapter Two explores the economic and social

changes that occurred Lo the Québécois in the 1960s and

19 70s .

Since the 1960s, Québec has wanted to have formal

recognition of special status. In tight of what has gone

above, demands for speciaÌ status can be seen as Québec's

desire to adopt t.he principles of modernity within the

framework of a French-Canadian cul-ture. However, it is

debatable whether the adoption of special- status protects

against assimilation of the North American cul-ture into

Québec. Whíte francophone Québeckers wish for the protection

of their society, they adopted the principJ-es of modernity

that giwe rise to the concerns of the French regarding

assimilation into the mainstream culture.
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CHAPTER TI^IO

SPECTAL STATUS

...French-speaking Québeckers who say that
they are Québécois and t.hat their homel-and is
Québec usually call- for a maximization of the
Québec government's power over Québec
territory. These pro-Québec French-Canadians
are clearly a majority in Québec...

André Bernard, What. Does Ouébec Want?

Since the l-960s, the Québécois have argued that, in

order to protect their distinct culture, Québec needs

jurisdiction over those constitutional- powers whose overal-f

effect. is to stimul-ate the economy. The strategy of

successive Québec gowernments has been to seek special

status in t.he form of increased social- and economic powers

f or the province. The Québécois sought these poi,vers Lhrough

both increased legislative and constitutional powers of

gowernment and through an increased presence of francophones

in business circles. The struggle f or cul-tural- protect.ion is

and has always been essentially a pov¡er struggle.

Writing about the I976 provincial election, André

Bernard summed up what have been the goal-s of al-l- polit.icaÌ

leaders since the Quiet Revol-ution:

1) any government of Québec should be committed to
ensuring the surr¡j-val of French in Québec, and;
2) any government of Québec should be committed to
ensuring economic prosperity for Québec and increased

25



control of the euébec economy by euébeckers.aT

These two imperatiwes have come to mean the same thing; the
protection of the cul-t.ure in euébec and the achiewement of
special status both refer to a commit,ment to acquire more

jurisdictional_ powers .

This chapter wirl discuss much of the work regarding
t.he 'New Middre cl-ass.' This c]ass is described as being
mostry francophone white cotl-ar bureaucrats who were more

modern and progressive thinkers than their traditional_
counterparts-48 whil-e authors such as Guind,on and McRoberts

advance the 'New Middl-e cl-ass hypothesis, as a cause of the
Quiet Reworution, this chapter agrees with col-eman,s

critique of the New Middle class hypothesis; col_eman

suggests that it is more likely that the New Middle cl-ass

\¡/as a resu]L of , rather than a cause of the euiet
ÀÔKevo_Lut 10n . -'

whatever the cause of the euiet Rewol-ut.ion, this
chapter wil-l focus on the growth of government during the
1-960s and the effect it had on the francophone popu]ation.
This chapter will argue that the euiet Revol_ution saw the
Québécois adopt the principtes of modernity. rt is those
principles which form the basis of special status. The

a7 André Bernard, what Does ouébec want?, (Toronto, rgTg),p.23 .

48 wilriam D. col-eman, The rndependence Mowement in ouébec
1-945 - 1980, (Toronto, 1"984) , p. 5 .

4e tbid.,p.g.
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average francophone Québecker became concerned with economic

growth.

The chapter will- first examine the economic prosperity

of the Québécois. The growth of the public secLor will be

put forward as the one area in which French Québeckers coul-d

achiewe social mobility. Through the enhanced economic

status of the francophones, a new French-Canadian

nationalism was born. This enhanced status of the French in

Québec expanded in the I970s to incl-ude an increase in

francophone represenLation in t.he higher l-ewels of the

business world such that the English-Canadian el-ite was

replaced.

The new national-j-sm rested on t.he abil-ity of Québeckers

to be maîtres chez nous. Economic prosperity came to be

assocj-ated with the power of the state, and threats to that

power became a threat to the new nationalism. By way of

conclusion, it will be put forward that the structural- and

institutional changies in Québec during the Quiet Rewol-ution

legitimat.ed for the Québécois demands for special status

that have been made from 1960 to the present day.

THE QUTET REVOLUTTON: THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL STATUS

Provincial- intervent.ion in the economy increased the

economic prosperity and the status primarily of the

francophone Québeckers. The policy of the Lesage gowernment

was to expand the state int.o new areas and modernize the
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Québec state. Québeckers v¡ere to have more control over the

day to day

Before

aspects of their l- j-ves.

the Quiet Rewolution, the francophone population

Lo redress this situat.ion. However, it was only

death of Premier Duplessis and the e1ection of the

was marginalized in terms of their employment opportunities.

The Report of the Rova1 Commission on Bilingual-ism and

Biculturalism described the situation:

Francophones are or,ùners and proprietors in
large proportions in agriculture and to a
fesser degree in the service fiel-ds and retail-
trade- In wholesale they play a still smaller
rofe, while in finance and manufacturing they
account for about one fourth of the total.
Moreover within manufacturing itseÌf, the
pattern of ownership is al-so uneven. In smal-l
scafe manufacturing, such as the production of
wood products Francophones predominate; but in
fields requiring large capital investment and
highly advanced technology, such as the
manuf acture of chemical-s and petroleum
products, they pf ay _ wirtually no rol-e in
ównership or control.50

By the l-ate 1950s, the Québécois turned to the prowincial

government

after the

Liberats in 1-960 that the government took action.

fn the l-960s, the prowincial giowernment took on a new air

of legitimacy as an active participant in the economy. During

the Quiet Rewol-ution

. . .Québec discowered that its best tool- lvas
the prowincial government... We were generally
a\Ârare that our probl-ems could be sol-ved by our
gowernment, our social values coul-d be
protected, and our desj-re for épanouissement

s0 Marc Renaud, "Québec New Middle Cl-ass in Search of
Social Hegemony," Ouébec. State and Society, Alain G. Gagnon,
ed., (Toronto, 1-984), pp. 160-l-61.
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could be deweloped and translated inLo reality
by parlíamentary institutions controlled by
ourselves .51

"In fact ít was the wery embrace of the state by the Lesage

government which constituted the essence of that celebrated

'revolution': that \,vas, more or less, what was revol-utionary

about i¡. rrsz Expans j-on opened up career opportunities f or

the francophones in the civil service and state-owned

enterprises.

From l-960 to 1966, the Liberal government under Lesage

moved the government into many of the areas of Québeckers'

lives previously dominated by traditional- elit.es, such as

the social- services and education. The rapid expansion of

governmenL incl-uded the creation of new governrnent

departments. The Lesage government created many new

ministries, as did the subsequent ,Johnson-Bertrand

administration. fn ]-96L the Ministries of Natural Resources

and Cultural Affairs were created, âs was Federal-Provincial

Affairs, which was replaced in 1968 by Intergovernmental

Affairs. The first Ministry of Education in Québec was

created in 1964, Industry and Commerce in 1968, and Public

5l

Eiqht,
52

1960, "
(March,

Robert Cl-iché, "Québec Since Duplessis, "
Gl-endon College Forum, (Toronto, L968) ,

Ralph Heínzman, rrThe Pol-itical Culture of
Canadian Journal- of Pol-itical Science,
1983), p.4.

Ouébec, Year
pp-20-2]-.

Québec, 1840-
v.l-6, no.1,
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Serwice and Communications in Ig69.53

Concomit.ant i,ùith the est.ablishment of these and other

ministries was the creation of a bureaucracy to administer

the various policies emanating from the new departments.

There was an expansion of civil serwants- from 36 000

prowincial employees ín 1960 to 350 000 in lgiI.sa The

growth 1n the Québec ciwil- l-ist reflects a deeper trend in
governance in the Western worl-d. '' IS]ince a945, the forces

that will shape our future in the west show themsel-ves to be

bureaucratic state capitalism. "55 The euébec government was

interested in creating a modern, competent ciwil serwice

capable of running the new ministries being set up. Such

changes were not meant as an attack against the ofd order

and traditional elites who previously \,ùere involved in the

civil service. Rat.her, the new society challenged

incompetence. su

It was no longer sufficient to be a priest to
run an agency or a university department, a
nun to run a hospital board or the nursing
department., or a public official_ with a long
record of service to head a ministry. What was
necessary was that one should be
professionally qualified. If he were not, he
must forfeit the right to bureaucratic power.
That scientific or technical- competence should

53 Al-aín G. Gagnon and Mary-Beth Montca1m, Ouébec: Beyond
the Ouiet Revol-ution, (Scarborough, :-99O) , p.45.

5a Renaud, rrNe\a/ Middle Class,rr p.151.
55 Grant, Lament, p.75.
5ó Hubert Guindon, Ouébec Societv: Tradition, Modernity,

and Nationhood, (Toronto, 19BB), p.48.
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be the overriding concern in the selection,
hiring, and promot j-on of bureaucratic
personnel marked the claim to supremacy of
bureaucratic l-eadership over
traditional leadership. "

Québec deweloped a new order of goverrìment, one wilJ-ing

Lo legisJ-ate in many areas of its citizens' liwes. This kind

of order needed a large and competent bureaucracy. "The new

order was a bureaucratic one. It inwolwed a high degree of

state-initíated political integration and bureaucratic

central-izatíon.58

A second area where t.he gowernment demonstrated a

willingness to intervene was in Lhe area of state-owned

enterprises. As Kenneth McRoberts has said,

[i]n the case of public enterprj-ses, the most
notable achj-evement was, of course, the
nationalization of the existing private
e]ectrical util-ity companies, which r^iere owned
and managed by English-Canadians, and their
incorporation into Hydro-Québec. Whatewer may
have been the economies gaíned through the
integration of Québec's hydroelectric
f acil-ities, the primary benef it \,vas the
creation of new opportunities for French-
Canadians in managerial and technical-
positions .5e

l-963 nationalization of Hydro-Québec was an outgrowth of

government's desire to take control- of the economy away

57 rbid. , pp .48 - 49 .

58 Hubert Guindon, "The Modernization of Québec and the
Legitimacy of the Canadian SLate, rr Modernj-zation and the
Canadian State, Daniel Glenway et a7., eds., (Toronto, 1-978) ,
p.2I4.

5e Kenneth McRoberts, Ouébec: Social- Chanqe and Polit.ical
Crisis, 3rd. êd., (Toronto, l-9BB) , p.1-32.
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from the anglophone elites running the major components of

the Québec economy. The national-ization of Hydro-Québec was

seen as the important first. step in attaining control of the

economy because el-ectricity was the basis for the entire

industrial dewelopment of Québec.60

Hydro-Québec and the other newly created state

corporations in the l-960s prowided the francophone

population with an invaluable opportunity for sociaf

mobility. Not. only \^/ere managerial posit.ions opened up, but

technical and other professional- jobs u/ere made available

through the development of resources and facil-ities

surrounding the build.ing of new dams and other projects.ól

There is evidence to suggest that the expansion of the

state in the areas of bureaucracy and state-owned

corporations had a rol-e in increasing the economic

prosperity of the francophones in Québec. Renaud cites

empirical data which suggest that francophones are over

represented in state-run fields such as education and

heal-th. Renaud says that

if we break down the 1-971- census category
'professional- and technicaf inLo occupational
specialties, we notice that. anglophones are
over represented in the natural sciences,
engineering, architecLure, mathematics and
rel-ated fields...; the francophones fhere are]
under represented. Hea1th and education are,
howewer, significantly over represented by

ó0 Herbert F. Quinn, The Union Nationale, 2nd êd.,
(Toronto, 1-979) , p.L92.

Ó1 McRoberts, Social Chanqe, p.133.
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francophones

Renaud argues that until- a97I, hard sciences jobs hawe

remained inaccessible to francophones, job opportunities in

the social services have increased with the expansion of the

state. From the abowe evidence, Renaud concludes that most

of the newl-y creaLed public sector jobs were filled by

francophones.

Further, Renaud cites ewidence which suggests that more

francophone than anglophone university graduates were

employed by the state. Of those students graduating before

L960, 53.8? of the francophone graduates worked for the

sLate in the l-960s, while only 25.62 of anglophone graduates

worked for the province. Of those graduating in the 60s,

65.32 of francophone, and 33.82 of anglophone graduates

worked for the prowince.ó3

The majority of the new wave of university
students found employment within the ciwil
service and public sector corporations. It is
they who have come to form the backbone of
what has been termed the 'new' or
'bureaucratic middle class.' For this group/
the enhancement of the status of the Québec
goverrìment is very much a matter of self
i-nterest . s

State expansion was one way the francophones found

ó2 Renaud, "New Middle Class, " p.I72.
ó3 lbid . ,p.L74.
ó4 Phillip Rawkins, rrThe Rol-e of the State in

Transformatíon of the National-ist Mowements of the 1960s:
Comparing Wal-es and Québec. tr Ethnic and Racia] Studies, Y.7,
no. l-, (Jan. , t9B4) , p.92 -
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prosperity. Not onry were job opportunities increased for
unj-versity educated francophones, but their j_ncomes rose as

welr.ó5 while t.hroughout the 1960s the income status of
priwate sector jobs remained stable, or even decreased., the
income status of those in the public sector increased.

Renaud, writing of the 1960s, said.:

[i]n short, al_l the evidence seems to point to
t.he f act that slate expansion has provided l oboutl-ets Lo the maj ority of educaLed
francophones within euébec. It has createdj obs t.hat presumably were much more powerful-,
prestigious and well-paid than the jobs thesame individ.uals coul_d have f ound in theprivate sector of the economy.óó

THE NEW NATTONALTSM

Premier Lesage said " [t] he euébécois have only one

powerful institution: their gowernment. And now they want to
use this institution to buil-d a new era to which they could
not formerly aspire."ó7 Lesage,s use of state intervention
had establ-ished a new nationalism, based on the ability of
Québécois to be maîtres chez nous. Thus, t.he French

Québeckers, whose economic status was being turned around,

came t.o associate economic prosperity with t.he powers and

abilities of the prowincial government. This fact, more than

Renaud, rrNew Middle Class, il p.a74

Ibid. ,p.L74.
67 Mary-Beth Montcal_m, "euébec Nationalism in

Comparative Perspective, " Ouébec. State and Society, Alain
Gagnon, (Toronto, 1-994) , p.46.

65

66

¡
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any other, legitimated the demand for special status-

However, j-n the 1960s " [t]he new midd]e cfasses that

emerged as a consequence of this institution building

process [were] confined to the public sector, and, because

of their language, [were] practically unrepresented in the

ranks of large private ent.erprises. "ó8 Tn a st.udy of the

Canadian corporaLe elite in 1951, ,John Porter concluded that

in the priwate sector corporate worl-d, francophone

Québeckers constituted only 6.Jv" of the corporate elite in

Canada. This, Porter estimates, is equal to 5l- persons.ue By

the end of the 1960s, the francophones were not doing much

better. Milner and Milner estimated that by 1-97I, French

corporate el-ites incl-uded only B.4Z of the elite, oY 65

persons.T0 whil-e the opportunities opened up for the French

through the expansion of the state, the private sector

remained closed t.o francophones before rgTI-7r wall-ace

Cl-ement goes on to argue that this trend includes smalf and

medium sized. corporations as wel-l- as the larger ones.Tt

As a resul-t, French-speaking Québeckers in the 1960s

came to associate economic growth with the powers and

expansion of the state. Québec had a doubl-e economy;

ó8 Guindon, "Modernization of Québec, " p.244.
óe Renaud, rrNev/ Middle Class, " p.163.
70 rbid. , p. 163 .

7r tbid.,p.163.
72 rbid. ,p.164.
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francophones were predominant in the public sector whil-e

angl-ophones d.ominated in top levels of the business

sector.73 In the 1960s, rr... j-t was only by means of the

expansion of prowincial government powers that the new class

could hope to advance their careers.Ta

However, the 1970s saw the Québécois expand into the

upper levels of the business worl-d at the expense of the

English-Canadian business el-ite.75 Yet McRoberts argues that

these gains did not wholly fulfi] the goal of becoming

masters in their own house.Tó There is evidence to suggest

that francophones came Lo run major enterprises in Québec

and top management jobs began to be filled by francophones-

Howewer, â[ argument can be made that the close integration

that exists between francophone and anglophone business

elites in the rest of Canada compromises to Some extent the

abil-ity of the francophones to truly contro1 their

enterprises.

Institutions set up in the 1960s designed to support

francophone businesses had their effects in the 1970s. After

the Ig72 nationalization of the Caisse de dépôt et de

7' Guindon, "Modernízation of Québec, " p.2L7.

7a .Tanet Ajzenstat, "Liberalism and Nationality, " Canadian
,fournal of Political Science, w.I4, no.3, (Sept. 1981) , p.593.

7s Pierre Fournier, rrThe New Parameters of the Québec
Bourgeoj-sie,rr Ouébec. State and Society, Al-ain G. Gagnon, êd.,
(Toronto , L984) , p.220 .

76 McRoberts, Social Chanqe, p.1-76.
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pl-acement du Québec and the creation of other such

investment corporations there was a renaissance in French

owned enterprise dewel-opment.77 Financing of industrial-

complexes such as the forestry complex at St. Filicien

spurred job growth and the francophone economy in general.

Francophone Québeckers found places on the boards of many

new or expanded enterprises.Ts

Many of the new firms that took shape in the 70s were

rel-ated to finance. In fact, Niosi suggests that more than

half of the new enterprises were financial institutions.Te

This is significant in that prior to the l-960s and into

7970, much of the financial sector was dominated by

anglophones. The new francophone institutions incl-ude the

Banque nationaTe, which in L9B2 was the sixth largest

chartered bank in Canada, and which held almost 50? of the

Canadian chartered bank branches in Québec. In addition,

Great-West Lífe and the Laurentian Group which were the

third and ninth largest insurers respectively were owned by

Québeckers. Al-so, Montreal Trust, the sixth largest and

Central Trust, the seventh largest. trust company are both

run by francophones. Fournier estimates that ower 50? of

77 See Appendix A for a list of larger corporations in
which the Caisse invested.

78 McRoberts, Socia1 Chanqe , p.L74.
7e Jeorge Niosi, "The Rise of French-Canadian Capitalism, "

Ouébec. State and Society, Alain G. Gagnon, ed., (Toronto,
1-984) , p.189 .
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Québec banking assets are controlled by Québeckers.to

These financial instit.utions, âs weII as the other

enterprises which arose in Québec through the 1970s gave

many Québeckers the opportunity to rise to managerial and

CEO positions. However, while there were many francophones

enterj-ng the top l-evels of business in Québec, there is

evidence to suggest that there was significant integration

with other enterprises from the rest of Canada. Thus the new

growth in the private sector may not hawe prowided

Québeckers with the opportunity to be fully masters in their

own house.

Pierre Fournier points Lo the Power Corporation Group

as an example of integration with Canadian business - Power

Corporation is owned and operated by francophones in Québec -

While Niosi argues that Power is part of the Québec

bourgeoisie, Fournier disagrees, suggesting that Power is
part of the Canadian bourgeoisie.sr Fournier claims that

Power is closely linked with the Canadian financial network,

even to the extent that the Royal- Bank has approved, "if not

directed, " a large proportion of Power's expansions and

absorptions.s2 Thus Power and its affil-iates (list.ed in

Appendix A) are too closely linked with the Canadian

80 Fournier, 'rNew Parameters, " p.220.
8r lbid . ,p.202.
82 tbid. ,p.203.
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business inLerests.s3 Thus these corporations exert a

Canadian influence as opposed to a Québec inffuence on the

prevailing business trends in Québec. Grant suggests

...when French nationafists derive
satisfaction from lmanagementl appointments,
t.hey woul-d do well to remind themsel-wes of the
ancient adage: 'I fear the Greeks, especially
when they come with gifts. ' Corporations make
concessions about management personnel for the
sake of better relations with the alien
community. These do not inwolve the basic
control of the economy...

it is to be exPected that the ne\^/
managerial élites (sic) wil-l- sustain their
cufture for very long? . -.Even when much of
the economy is soci-alized, the managers wil]
gradually become indistinguishable from their
Lnternational- counterparts . 8a

vÍhat is important to draw from this discussion is that

the Québécois moved into areas once dominat.ed by the

English-Canadian el-ite. Francophones' prestige and incomes

grew through a priwate sector takeover- These adwances

indicated that Québeckers would be drj-ven by the business

trends of t.he progressiwe era, not of the traditional,

organfc

The

cul-ture described in the Tremblay Report.

new naLionalism professed a strong Québec, capable

of being maîtres chez nous. This national-ism was dependant

on the ability of the prowincial government to intervene and

legislate in areas of economic and social maLLerS. Further,

83 See Appendix B for a breakdown of Po\^Ier's holdings.
Notice that there is overlap between the corporations listed
in aFpendices 'A' and 'B' .

e Grant, Lament, pp.78-79.
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it was dependant on the prowince's ability to intervene in
the private secLor through such organizations as the Caisse.

If the government could not legislate in a specific area, or

if another government coul-d, then the new nationai-ism was

threaLened.

The new natj-onalism seeks to employ al-l- the
powers of the modern state: In the economic
real-m as in others progress requires that this
fundamental condition for an appropriate
policy be first real-ized: ONE complete
government, giwen the whol-e range of powers
and machinery required for the development of
a society at once mod.ern and unique. t5

Thus, protectíon of the new French society came to be

associated with the powers of the state. If the Québec

provì-ncial government was weak, then the whole society was

weak.

The Québécois came to identify the province as their

'nation.' Any outside influence over Québec was perceived as

a threat. Francophone Québeckers began Lo feel that

...French-Canadians constitute a naLion, but a
nation which does not control al-1 of the
economic and political- inst.itut.ions operatJ-ng
in its own t.erritory. . . the French-Canadian
nation is threatened by 'ouLsiders' who
control- those institutions which, although
they operate in French-Canadian territory, are
not French-Canadian. And finalIy, the ideology
of national survival prescribes specific
goals: the protection of the French-Canadian
population and territory and t.he gradual
accession by French-Canadians to control- over
the economic and political- inst.itut.ions which

85 w. christian
Ideoloqies in Canada,

and C. Campbell, Pol-itical- Parties and
2nd ed - , (Toronto, 19 83 ) , p.206 .
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remain outside their command.só

This new nationalism woul-d require Québec to attain

authority in almost every legislative area of the

government. Thus, Québec would hawe to chal-Ienge the federal-

government' s constitutional jurisdictions.

POI,TTICAI, MANTFESTATTONS OF SPECIAL STATUS

Ewery single party that has held power in Québec since

1960 has made demands for devoluti-on in the areas of

economic and social- affairs. sT The theory of speciat status

has become firmty rooted in the politics of post-Quiet

Revol-ution Québec. Devol-ution of po',¡/ers has taken on one of

either two forms; 1) 'asymmetrical- federal-ism,' meaning that

Québec would hawe powers t.he other prowinces would noL

enjoy, or; 2) decentralization, meaning that powers would be

transferred from the federal jurisdiction to the

jurisdictions of al-l- the provinces. The particular format of

dewolution demanded often depended on the party in office or

the mood of the times. What is important to reafize is that,

whatewer the manifestation, the essence of special status is
jurisdictional change that woul-d give Québec an increased

ability to influence its economic and social l-ife.

The theory of special status draws substance from the

8Ó Bernard, What Does Ouébec Want? , p.43.
87 See Appendix C for a l-ist of demands made by governing

parties since 1-960.
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demands made throughout and after the Quiet Revolutj-on.

Devolution of powers from the federal government to the

Québec government began to be an issue with the rel-ease of

the 1-957 Tremblay Report. The Report's call for more

provincial cont.rol- over taxationss set the stage for more

demands for increased provincial control over constitutional

jurisdictions, specifically in areas related to economic and

social- control-s.

The first Liberal- government under Jean Lesage is
credited with start.ing t.he Quiet Rewol-ution. To the Lesage

government, whose slogan maîtres chez nous was based

primarily on economic concerns,

. . . the most important item on the agenda
lvas the active intervention of the government
in t.he economy with the goal of bringing about
greater participation and control- by the
people of Québec over the economic
deweÌopment of their prowince

In a966, the Union national-e surprised Québeckers by

defeating the Liberals. Howewer, Premier Daniel- Johnson

demonstrated that his strategy, captured in the slogan

egaTité ou indépendance, was not. very different from the

previous I-,iberal-'s maîtres chez nous. In a preliminary

statement to the 1967 Confederation of Tomorrow Conference,

Johnson said:

In sociological terms, Québeckers have
witnessed the disintegrat.ion of the vray of

88 McRoberts, Social- Chanqe, p. 140 -

8e Quinn, Union National-e, p.I92-
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life which traditionally protecLed them. They
had survived in good part because they lived
in isolation, locked in upon themselves,
clinging to the past in a typicatly rural
environment where the state's presence was
marginal. Almost overnight, they found
themselwes in an industrial society requiring
massi-ve j-ntervention by the state, open to the
whole of North America and exposed to the
infl-uence of foreign, especially American
cul-ture. - -

IQuébeckers] hawe come to understand that
the industrial- society in which they were
henceforth to l-iwe had not been created by
them, but by others not sharing their cultural
wal-ues. Arrd af so that., in a world where
economic might confers enough de facto
advantages to make de jure claims unnecessary,
they were... seriously lacking in means for
effective action.no

Here Johnson is arguing that the Québécois need more control

over their economic affairs if they are to attain t.he

ability to make de facto cl-aims; Québec wanted 'in' on

economic decisions because those decisions affect culture.

The I9'/0 Liberal- government under Bourassa pursued a

strategy similar to that of its predecessors. fn I9'70,

Bourassa wrote:

our great priority, first and foremost, has to
be economic development. I¡Ie must , bY all the
means at the disposal of the state, get our
economy moving again. Without economic
prosperity, \,^/e will never be able to attain
t.he cul-tural and social obj ectiwes that we
are seeking. er

Ewen the Parti québécois (PQ) , in power after I9'76, was

e0 Government of Québec , " Prel-iminary Statement, "
Confederation of Tomorrow Conference, GovernmenL of Ontario,
(Now. 27-30, a967), pp-4,5.

et Bernard, What Does Ouébec Want?, p.131.
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not much different. In a statement of its national-ist

theory, the PQ said that a nationalist cul-ture requires a

strong interventionist state with fult jurisdictíonal

capacity, "for coherent and effectiwe policy cannot be

appfied by a gowernment if it has only partial powers and

mere portions of the fiscal resources - "e2 While the logical-

concl-usion to this particular expression of the theory is
separation, it rests on the underlying assumption that

Québec needs more powers if it is to protect and promote its
unique cufture.

Finally , the Bourassa government after 1985

demonstrated that economic prosperity is part and parcel of

cultural- security. The Allaire Report reads:

The Québec Liberal- Party has always promoted
economic development - fn this exercise of
redefining t.he Canadian political framework,
the economic interests of Québeckers must take
precedence. Indeed, recent years have taught
us that social- and cultural development depend
largely on economic development. The true
autonomy of a society depends on the st.rength
and witality of its economy.e3

Each government has demonstrated the same basic belief
regarding special status. The various Québec governments

hTere interested in having more inf l-uence over it.s citi zenry

than the federal goverrunent. Cairns explains this phenomenon

e2 Al-an C. Cairns, Charter Versus Federal-ism, (Montreal
and Kingston, 1-992), p.39.

e3 The Constitut j-onal Committee of the euébec Liberal-
Party, A Ouébec Free To Choose, 28 .fan l-991, p.29.
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in terms of federal-provincial relations. He says that

federalism involves the coexistence of two
orders of government with separate
jurisdictional responsibilities which govern a
common citizenry. Both the federal and
provincial governments are concerned that the
policies of the 'other' will- conf l-ict with
their own policíes and/or will subject mernlcers
of 'their' community to contradictory
requirements . ea

Control over the l-evers of economic growth would therefore

be central- if one wanted to infl-uence t.he citizenry of a

political community. The battl-es that hawe occurred over

special status can be seen as fights for economic and social-

powers which necessarily infl-uence cufture-

The institutional- and structural changes surrounding

the Quiet Revolution and the expansion of the state are key

to understanding the demands for special status. Québeckers

had real-ized that the best. protect.ion for their culture fay

in a strong government, and the ability to control their

economy. Further, the new national-ism included that the

f rancophones woul-d controf their economy themsel-ves. They

woul-d not be dominated by an anglophone business cl-ass.

Special status demanded that Québec would be run by

Québécois.

Special status t.hen can be seen as a concept. which

embodied the notion that the Québécois should live a ]ife

where they controf the financial, economic and

constitutional- l-evers of the Québec state without

aÁ'" Cairns, Charter, p.56 .
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interference from angJ-ophones of the English-Canadian

dominated federal government. A mind-set was deweloping;

being masters in their own house entail-ed that. economic

grovüth, prosperity and progress be part of the Québec

society and nationalism.

Québec naLionalism in the 1960s came t.o be ídentified

with the ability of the state to legislate for the good of

the Québécois. Any asserLion or intervention made by the

Canadian federal- gowernment came to be regarded as a threat.

Thus special status was a tegitimate option in the eyes of

the Québécois.

Howewer the economic changes which occurred after the

Second World ltTar came to be seen as a threat to the

Québécois. Af ter the war the f ederal- giovernment mowed to

centra1ize powers in Ottawa in order to maintain and expand

the national weal-th generated during the war. These post-war

changes were perceiwed as a threat to prowincial dominance

in the economic and social- f ields. Thus, the battl-e lines

were drawn; both federal- and provincial orders of government

were interested in controlling the l-evers of economic

stimulation.
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CHAPTER THREE

INTO THE HEART OF MODERNITY

In no society is it possible for many men to
live outside the dominant assumptions of
their world for very long.

Georqe Grant, Lament for a Nation

Internal provincial socio-economic changes did not act

al-one in lending credibility to the pursuit of special

status. Federal economic changes in the post-war era played

a key role in the acceptance of special- status in Québec.

However, the poJ-itical- el-ites in Québec misunderstood the

rofe of the federal- centralization. They believed that

centralization was the chief t.hreat to Québec, and adopted

special status partially as a reaction to that

central-ization. Québec in the l-960s assumed the functions of

a modern, progressive state.

This chapter wil-l- first examine Canadian post-war

economic changes which will include a brief exploration of

Keynesianism. The Canadian governmenL tried after the war to

central-ize the major economic powers to itself for the

purpose of increasing the weal-th and prosperity of al-l-

Canadians - Important in this discussion is the reacLion of

the Québec government to that centralization.
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The Québec government fel-t that the primary threat to

the French-Canadian cufture was English-Canadian

centralization, and not the adoption of an economic system

which, âs part of its theory, demanded centra1ization. It

will- be demonstrat.ed that the Québec government

misunderstood the rel-ationship between, on the one hand,

centralization and assimil-ation, and on the other hand,

progressive economic theory and assimil-ation. In the

conclusion, it wil-l- be advanced that the new national-ist

movement in the 1960s helped, and not hindered Québec's

assimil-ation into North American mainstream cul-ture.

ECONOMIC C}IANGE AND CENTRALIZATTON

The impact of Keynesian economics during the Second

World Vüar on post-war Canadj-an economic st.rategy was

profound. Keynes' ideas \,vere adopted by the central

government as a way of assuring the maintenance of the

economic growth which began during the war.

Keynes' theories challenged the cl-assical economists

who believed that an economy has t.he abil-ity to correct

itself, and that a government's attempt.s to intervene in

that economic downturn are essentially ineffective.n5

Instead, Keynes believed that gowernment action coul-d

e5 W. Carl- Biven, Who Kil-l-ed ,fohn Maynard Keynes?,
(Homewood, Illinois, a989), p.189.
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stimulate a weak economy; he supported intervention.eó

Government inLervention in the economy had as one of its

requirements the central control of the economy. In The

Genera] Theory, Keynes said that

ltl he State will have to exercise a guiding
infl-uence. . through its scheme of taxation,
partly by fixing the rate of interest, and
partly, perhaps, in other ways. Furthermore,
it seems unlikely that the influence of the
banking policy on the rate of interest will be
sufficient by itsel-f to determine ari optimum
rate of investment. I conceive, therefore,
that a somewhat comprehensive social-ization of
invest.ment wil-l- prove the only means of
securing an approximation to full employment;
though this need not exclude al-I manner of
compromises and of devices by which public
authority will co-operate with private
initiatiwe. But beyond this no obwious case
can be made out for a system of State
Social-ism which wou]d embrace most of the
economíc life of the community. ft is not the
ownership of the instruments of production of
which it is important for the State to
assume - 

e7

Thus the role of the state in Keynes' eyes was to have

control- over fiscal and monetary tool-s so as to Ínfl-uence

the economy. In this way the gowernment coul-d regulate such

things as economic growth and emplo)¡ment.

As discussed in Chapter One, the age of progress has as

an underlying t.heme the expansion of the economy. If

economic growth is the object of Keynesian theories also,

then Keynes' principles can be equated to the age of

eó rbid.,p.1-89.
e7 John M. Keynes, The General Theory, (Cambridge, Lg73) ,

p.378.
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progress. fn addition, âs Grant beliewes, science and

technology are the important first steps toward economic

growth. Thus, a government which control-s the economic

lewers of society, but not necessarily the 'ownershíp of the

instruments of production' would want to work closely with

private enterprise so that priwate enterprise technofogical

growth and gowernmentaf fiscal and monetary controls coul-d

coll-ude Lo create economic growth.

The significance of these new economic considerations

did not escape the Liberal government of Mackenzie King. The

federal- Liberals were inLerested in insuring that there

woul-d be growth in the national economy and that the pre-war

Depression would not return. To the Liberals,

[t]he v/ar bonanza seemed concf usive evidence
that a modern government coul-d orchestrate the
peaks and troughs out of t.he business cycle. . .

the important poÍnt was the apparent
efficiency with which the government took
control of the col-Ìective resources and seemed
to managie them competently f or the goal of
victory. Naturally, many people came to the
conclusion t.hat if a country could spend
billj-ons fighting wars and plan the economy
for the good of that cause, the same
bureaucracy might al-so control production to
ensure peacetime prosperity and promote the
general wel-f are by adding other soc j-aI
security prog'rams
insurance. es

to unemployment

This realizaLion was to ensure that Keynesianism would be

adopted in Canada.

Prime Minister MacKenzie King saw nothing the matter

e8 Robert
(Toronto, L99:--)

Chodos,
, P. 11.

ã7. ,
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with a cl-ose relationship between business and government.

In fact, King bel-iewed that their union would be inevitable.

Tn fndustry and Hulqanily, h€ said:

[w] hether political and industrial government
wiII merge into one, or tend to remain
separate and distinct, the one being
supplementary to the other, is a moot
question. The probabilities are that for years
to come they wil-l- exist side by side mostly
distinguishabl-e, but, in much, so merged that
separateness witl- be possible in theory
on-Ly.

Such was the mind set of the King administration. The

federal- government was willing to centrafiZe ín accordance

with Keynes' theories because that. was beliewed to create

the greatest harmony in society between industry and

government. Fj-nance Minister Walter Gordon beliewed that

Keynesian economics would lead to a strong, centralized,

interventionist. gowernment guaranteeing high social

standards.'00 The Reconstructi-on Conf erences af ter the

Second I{orld Vüar emphasized the need to ensure that national

wealth continues Lo grow.r0r This woul-d come t.hrough greater

centrafization.

This new view of the economic role of the government

was to require that rrthe federal- government.. - ret.ain the

new powers it had gained during the Depressj-on and

ooev Reginald Whitaker, A Sovereign Idea, (Montreal- and
Kingst.on , 1992) , p.73 .

roo chodos, unmakinq , p.27 .

l0r Dominion-Prowincial Conference on Reconstruction,
Proposals of the Government of Canada, (August, 1945) , p.27.
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especially the \¡¡ar. rrl02 The Rowell--Sirois report

recommended centralization i-n f our areas:

l-. The federal government solely administer
unemployment benef its .
2 . The f ederal- gowernment assume al-l_ prowincial debts -

3. Prowinces renounce some tax powers such as personal
and corporate income taxes and succession duties.
4. The federal government provide grants to the
provinces for the provision of national_ social
èervices .ro3

Further, the Commission argued that if the federal

government was to be responsible for the maintenance of the

unemployed, it should then be able to act to prevent

unemployment. This would mean the federal government would

hawe to hawe control over things such as monetary, credit

and trade policies.rß This in essence represented. the

government's acceptance of Keynesian economics.

The concl-usions of the governmenL,s proposals at the

:-.945 Reconstruction Conferences demonstrate that the

Dominion was accepting modernity:

Broadly what is proposed is that the Dominj_on
Government should take the initiat.iwe in the
maintenance of employment and income, (1) by
achieving the best. possible agreements with
ot.her United Nations in the fie]d of economic
relations, agreements which woul_d encourage
and permit the expansion of worl_d trade and
full use of our resources; (2) by pursuing
fiscai- and other policies which wil_l_ create
" f awourable conditi-ons within which the
initiative, experience and resourceful_ness of

ro2 Chodos , Unmaking, p . 1B .

t03 Government of Canada, Report of the Royaf Commission
on Dominion-Provincial- Relations, Book 2, 1940, pp.27O-2j2-

tß rbid., Book 2, p.27.
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private business can contribut.e to the
expansion of business and employment"; (3) by
so managing its public inwestment expenditures
and making it financially advantageous to
prowinciaJ- and munici-paI governments so to
manage theirs, that they will- contribute to
the stability and not to the instability of
employment; further to direct those
expenditures particularly to t.he dewelopment
and conservation of our natural- resolrrces,
improwing thereby the opportunities of the
Canadian people and the financial position of
the provincial governments who admínist.er
them; (4) by maintaining and stabilizing by a
comprehensiwe system of social- security,
incomes which are J-argely spent on consumpLion
and by contributing thereby to the health,
welfare and productive capacity of the
Canadian people and. to their employment.r05

The government concluded that I'it is the responsibility

of government Lo pursue policies that create conditions in

which the initiative, energy and resourceful-ness of

indiwidual citizens can achiewe rising standards of

l-ife. ''r0ó The best method to achieve this was seen as

centraf izat.ion. The centralizaLion of economic powers \,vas

seen as important by the RowelI-Sirois Commission members

because "of the need for uniformity throughout Canada... rr107

Herein lies the sense of threat posed by central-ization

perceived by Québec.

QUEBEC'S REACTTON

The Québec government proceeded on the assumption that

Reconstruction, Proposals, p.52.

Ibid., Book 2, p.5.

Canada, Dominion-Prowincial- Relations, p. 13
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there was to be a high degree of centralizatj-on in the post-

war era. This assumption was justified by the 1968 White

Paoer Federa]ism for the Future. fn that document, the

Pearson gowernment declared that the federal- government is

responsible for economic stimulation and redressing regional

disparity. The federal government would administer social

programs such as OAC, UfC, family all-owances and

medicare.l08 Further, the White Paper recognized the need

for the federal goverrunent to extend its jurisdiction to

fulfil- these roles.roe Centralization was to continue,

according to the Québec perspective, and the prowince had to

deal- with that.
The federal- attempt at economic centralization

reconfirmed the basic premise of the traditional

intellectual- vj-ew of Québec national-ism; the central- threat

to Québec was and is the English-Canadian cufture and its

ability to promote that cul-Lure through its economic and

jurisdictional- means.rl0 Thus, Keynesian economics, adopted

at the f ederal- leveI, \^/as seen as a signif icant threat by

the Québec government.

Through the Tremblay Report, the Québec government

r08 Edmond Orban, "Québec Al-ienation and the Trend Toward
Cenlralization, " Ouébec: State and Society, A1ain G. Gagnon,
€d., (Toronto, L984) , P.41.

roe rbid . ,p.4r.
rr0 William Johnson , " Separatism and the Québec

Intell-ectual Tradition, " Federalj-sm in Peril-, A.R- Riggs and
Tom Ve11y, eds., (Vancouver, 1-992) , p. :-.42.
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ad,mitted thaL Keynesianism was worthy of trial . Yet the

Report rewealed that the Québec government was insecure

about Keynesianism:

...we are not opposed to a Canadian trial of
Keynesian theorj-es, but it seems to us that
the l-atter shoul-d adopt themsef ves to our
polit ical st.ructures and not vice versa,
while, in any case, it woul-d be an imprudence
as well as a defection to think that there is
nothing to be done except to submit to the
central-ízíng requirements of the 'new
economy. ' lll

The Québec government was worried that,should the system of

controlling the economic actiwity of the nation change,

there woul-d be a corresponding change in the culture.

Regarding the adoption of Keynesian principles, the Report

asks:

Iare the] Canadian Keynesians. . . futly taking
into account the importance of the political,
national, and even the straight human values
with which they gambte so lÍght-heartedly in
this adwenture [?] Do they beliewe themselwes
abl-e to control the forces which, if they did
not unchain, they at l-east sought Lo
concentrate, in such effectiwe manner as to
prevent them f rom destroying these va1ues?
For, it should be clearly noted, once it is
brought about, the centralization they preach
for a country as dependent. as Canada has, from
the economic and financial viewpoint, Do
reason to stop at Ottawa, but has very strong
reasons for extending itsetf over the entire
NorLh American continent. Thus, if one fol-Iows
their reasoning, a truly effectiwe policy of
economic stability woul-d, in the end, no
longer hawe to be worked out by OLtawa, but
by Washington.rr2

rrt euébec,
r12 rbid. ,

Report, l-956, wol

vol.2, p.299 .
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The Report here suggests that federal- centrafizaLion was the

primary threat to the French Canadian culture. The fear

expressed was that centrafization would lead to

Americanization of Canada and the ultimate extinction of the

French-Canadian cul-ture.

This set the stage for the changes that occurred in the

1960s. The Quiet Rewolution saw Québec increase state

control over social services, and the increase in demands

for greater cont.rols in these and other areas. In short,

Québec began to demand the same powers which the federal

government adopted as a result of the ReconstructÍon

Conferences. However, Québeckers came to bel-iewe that "only

within secure government boundaries could they embark on

modernization without endangering national- identity. "1r3 The

province did not oppose Keynesianism per se, but it did

oppose the adoption at the federal lewel- of Keynes'

theories- The changes in the 1960s in effect signalled the

adoption of the functions of a Keynesian state by Québec.rra

Yet, supporters of this strategy of increased social-

and economic controfs believed that ''if control of economic

activity by the francophone community could be expanded

significantly, the new capital-íst order could be dj-rected so

as t.o be compatibl-e with the established cul-ture of the

l13 Aj zensLat, I'Liberaf ism" , p. 606 .

114 Reginald Whitaker, "The Québec Cauldron: A Recent
Account,rr Ouebec: Stat.e and Society, Alain G. Gagnon, êd.,
(Toronto, L984) , p.76.
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French Canadian community. rrr15 whil-e Chapter Four will-

discuss the possibility of the francophone community

controlling the 'new economic order', the remainder of this

chapter will focus on the possibility of directing modernity

(i.e. the new order) to the ends of the Québec culture.

THE MISUNDERSTANDING

fncreased political intervention and control through

special status may not be a panacea. The Quiet Revolution

and the shift from a traditional culture to a technocratic

state emphasizing economic progress signalÌed the

encroachment of modernity. George Grant does not bel-j-ewe

that moderníty can be directed to some end, raLher,

modernity is a directing force on its own. As such, George

Grant's words may come back to haunt the Québécois today and

make the I'new nationalism... a wictim of its own success.lló

Québec saw centralization as the primary threat.

However, Grant argues that centralization plays a very

l-imited rol-e in the promotion of the uniwersal and

homogenous state. Grant says

it is often maintained that, because of the
increasing rol-e of t.he government. . . our
society is noL dominated by a capitalist
elite. This is, however, a misrepresentation
of the fact.s... Canadian governmenLs...have in
their maj or decisions identified their
interests and the interests of Canada wíth

rr5 Coleman, Independence Movement, p. 93 .

iló Grant, "Mind.s of Men,rr p.285.
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those of the business élite (sic) .Ir7

As with King, Grant here argues that government simply

aJ-igns itself i,vith business. Centraf ization plays a role in
homogenization insofar as the gowernment identifies with,

and implements the precepts of the economic culture into the

l-iwes of thei-r citizens. Centralization is the ef f icient

agent of homogenization, yet it is not the necessary agent.

The main thrust of homogenization rests with the economic

philosophy of the Western world.

The distinctíon between the role of central control- and

the economic system itself is key to understanding the

Québec-Canada debate. The Tremblay Report demonstrates

Grant's insight into the nature of the new economic system,

but fail-s to emphasize implications of that system

separately from centralization. Grant's central- assumption

is that "the threat lof cultural assimi]-ationl stems from

the very character of the modern era. rrs

While centrafization is the method of implementation of

Keynes' ideas, it can be separated from the progressive

mind-set. The Québec gowernment real-ized through the

Tremblay Report. that the economic philosophy arose not from

government policy, but from a belief held and lived by

people in general. The Tremblay Report says:

Ithe ]-iberal-l economy itsel-f arises f rom a

ll7 Grant, rrEthic, rr p.5.

ll8 Grant, Lament, p. 53 .
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certain concept of economic and human
relations, from a general philosophy of life
which is seldom formulated but which is
spontaneously and generally liwed. Now, if we
l-ook at it more closely, we observe that this
philosophy is in complete discord with the
õatholió ¡'rench-Canadian cul-ture. . . rre

Here one is reminded of Grant's words quoted ear1ier in this

paper: "philosophy must arise from the most immediat.e and

concrete experience of our liwes, both public and

private... rrr20 French Canada has adopted the lifestyle of

the modern state and, therefore, its homogenizing

philosophy.

There is evidence, provided by the Tremblay Report

itself, that suggests that the government understood that

the economic philosophy itself had homogeniz1-ng tendencies:

under pressure from the material-ístic,
technical, quantitative and coll-ectivist
economy, social institutions born of a
spiritual, personalist and qualitatiwe concept
hawe been shaken and overturned. Now, in
lsociety'sl line of deve]-opment, and as one of
its natural- requirements, there is what. is
called ttmass" civilization, which, insofar as
it can be judged up Lo now, is the very
antithesis of ciwilization because t.hat
l-atter, by definition, is the fruit of l-iberty
and of the dewelopment of the individual.r2l

The significant. part of this quote bears repeating: "in

lsociety'sl ]-ine of dewelopment, and as one of its natural-

reqtsirements, there is what is call-ed trmass civil-ization... "

Québec,

Supra.,

Québec,

Report. l-956, vo:..2, p.84.

note 36.

Report , l-956 , vol- .2 , p. 86 .
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The Tremblay Report was saying that the eventual outcome of

the new economic order is mass ciwil-ization. This mass

ciwilízation equates to Grant's 'unj-wersal- and homogenous

state.' These passages from the Report would suggest that

the Québec culture is threatened by the economic phitosophy.

Québec emphasized the threat from centrafízation in its

struggle to remain a unique society, however, it did not

emphasize the economic system which the Tremblay Report

demonstrated to be a threat -

The extent to which the modern philosophy of liberal-ism

inwaded Québec can be seen through a brief examinati-on of

Québec's language laws. In Lg67, Réné Lévesque said

[b] eing ourselves is essentially a matter of
keeping and deweloping a personality that has
surviwed for three and a half centuries. . . At
the core of this personality is the fact that
we speak French. Ewerything efse depends on
this one essential el-ement and f ol-l-ows f rom
it or leads us inf all-ibfy back to it.r22

Thus, Lévesque woul-d agree that. language is t.he chief

expression of the French Cul-ture. However, this is not to

say that language itself is culture. The distinction is

important. George Grant argues that "cul-ture will become the

empire's to which it belongs.tt'

fn the 1970s, Québec goverriments took steps to preserve

their language; if the cenLral argumenL of this paper is

122 Réné Léwesque, An Option for a New Canada, (Toronto,
L968) , p.1-4.

123 Grant , Lament. , p .41 .
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Firms'l . The Office, by regulation, shall-
define 'head office' and recognize such head
offices as may awail themsefwes of this
section.

Thus "Bifl 101 stopped short of tampering with the

operations of the power centres of the Québec economy.12Ó

The 1972 Gendron Commission provides cl-ues for

understanding the hesitance of the 'head office cfause' of

Bitl 101. The Commission displayed hesitation when it

discussed the presence of North American companies in

Québec. The Commission reported that

[t] he. . . result of. . . economic integration is
the administrative integration of the decision
centres which, very often, are situated
outside Québec. The language implications of
this are difficult to estimate. Certainly a
parent company, especially when it is
American, wj-ll tend to use English, which is
its language of use; this al-so applies to
other parent companies, however, since English
has become the Tingua franca of business
throughout the worl-d. Though there is an
understandable need for coordination and
efficiency, this neverthel-ess imposes a
certain limit on the diffusion of French. The
difficulty lies in determining the exact point
at which this limit is reached, and the
Commission lacks the means to do this.r27

The Commission did not take any strong position on the

use of French in the upper strata of the business world.

This j-n itself, however, would indicate that the Commission

is reluctant to make any recommendations that might offend

12ó rbid.,p.r44.
t27 Government of Québec, Report of the Commission of

Inquiry on the Position of the French Lanquaqe and on Lanquage
Riqhts in Ouébec, Book 1, December 1972, p.L26.
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the 'decision making centres' of businesses. It woul-d seem

through the íncl-usion of section L44 of Bill 101, the PQ

shared this reluctance. The 1-970 PQ economic manifesto

demonstrated the same commitment to economic progress as the

Gendron Commission when it said " [t] here can be no heal-thy

capítalism in a sick economy... [ourJ objective is to ful]y

understand the evolution of contemporary capitalism, so as

to insure the prosperity of a majority of Québécois. rrr28

Thus one can see that the PQ, l-ike the Gendron Commission

after it, emphasized economic prosperity.

The development of Bill 101 showed that the PQ would

bow t.o economic pressures. The PQ had created with Bill 7-,

the first incarnation of BilI 101, a coerciwe law that would

penalize businesses which would not comply with the various

provisions of the law. One such measure was found in Article

1-06, which would not al-l-ow f irms without a certif icate the

right to recej-ve goverriment subsidies, premiums or permits .

These permit.s might incl-ude a license to operate a business

or access t.o facil-ities such as Hydro-Québec-12e

Businesses, both anglophone and francophone, protested

Article 106. The Canadian Manufacturers' Associat.íon said

l' implant.ation d'une politique linguistique ne

r28 Daniel- Latouche, "Québec,rr The Provincial- PoIit.ical
Systems, David 'J. Bellamy et af, eds., (Toronto, L976) , p.24.

r2e I¡Iilliam D. Coleman, 'rA Comparat.ive Study of Language
Policy in Québec: A Pol-itical- Economy Approach, " The Politics
of Canadian PublÍc Po1icy, M.M- Atkinson and M.A. Chandler,
eds., (Toronto, 1983), p.28.
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devrait pas se réaliser au sacrifice d'une
l iberté aussi f ondamental-e que celle de
pouwoir exploiter une enterprise. Il- ne s'agit
pas ici de sémantique, mais bien d'une liberté
essentielle sous un régime de libre
enterprise. l3o

When Bill 1v/as presented a month l-ater as Bill 101, Article

l-06 had disappeared-r3r The PQ, the party of separatJ-sts,

had hel-d business interests abowe J-anguage protection in

order to minimize economic hardship during implementat.ion of

the language laws. fronically, this action was taken in the

interests of the 'new nationalism' in Québec; protection of

economic Arowth and the Québécois ríght to be maîtres chez

nous.

Bil-1 101 was afso intended to bring francophones to

middl-e management and therefore put a French face on the

businesses in Québec. However, the l-aw did not necessarily

give control of business to the French community. Coleman

argues t.hat Bilt l-01 fit in nicely with the policies

associated with rattrapage (catching up).t" As more

francophones entered management positions, North American

economic institutions came to be seen as part of Québec

society; the industrial centres of the age of progress rrwere

made to appear more a part of Québec's francophone

130 rbid . ,p.29.
131 rbid . ,p.29 .

132 Coleman, "Social- C1ass, " p. 145 .
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corffnunity."t" Here one is remj-nded of the English-Canadian

and francophone integration in the Power Corporation

discussed in Chapter Two.

There is also ewidence that suggests that important

aspects of índustry, such as research and development., were

untouched by Bill 101'. Coleman compares Bill 101- with the

Liberal-s' Bill 22. He notes that, under pressure from

business interesLs, the PQ inc1uded a section that was also

in Bil-t 22. Article 23 of Bil-l- 22 exempted prof essional-s who

worked for one employer, and were not j-n contact vùith the

public. This v/as significant in that it al-l-owed large

national- and multinational corporatj-ons to bring in outside

people to work j-n research and development or oLher non-

pubtic fiel-ds without necessarily knowing French.r3a Thus

the 'francizat.ion' of large companies ín Québec tended to

excl-ude head offices and R and D facil-ities, ãr area where

research has shown there to be a significant over

representation of anglophones.

Through looking at the above mentj-oned aspects of Bill

101, it can be determined that, âs the Québécois attempted

Lo garner more control- ower the economj-c sphere, t.hey

al-l-owed the French societ.y and North American business

interests to become more closely integrated. While the PQ

government wanted t.o protect the French language, they did

Ibid. ,p.145.

Col eman , rr Comparat ive Study, " p"31.
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not \.{rant to upset the economic grov¡th of the province. The

economic system effected i.ìne péq:istes to such a degree that

they woufd not enact a faw that woul-d challenge the centres

of economic power.

Québec is dominated by a cul-ture that emphasises the

liberal and progressive ideal-s of the English-North American

culture. The new nationalism brought with it a new

philosophy of life which arose out of the every day public

and priwate liwes of the Québeckers. The imperatives of the

new nationalism, economic prosperit.y and progress,

subordinated language laws to economic growth and stability-

The new national-ism was a victim of its own success.

Professor Charles Taylor argues that there has been a

steady disappearance of the French Canadian culture since

the 1950s. In the '50s, the wal-ues rÂJere organized around a

traditional, ultramontane and Cathol-ic wiew of the worl-d.

However, today the differences between the English and

French Canadians are minimal-.r35 Today the post-Quiet

Rewolution French culture and the English cul-ture agree on

aspects of society such as non-discrimination, rule of J-aw,

represent.ative democracy, violence and gun control-, etc.

Professor Taylor argiues that the reason for the shared

val-ues is

I3s Charl-es Taylor, "Shared and Divergent Values, " Options
for a New Canada, Ronald L- Watts and Douglas M. Brov¡n, eds.,
(Toronto, L99I), p.53.
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t.hat French Canada has re j oined 'EngI ish
Canada'; more accuratel-y one might say that
forces within Québec that were always striving
for a liberal- society hawe won out. Perhaps it
would be more insightful to say that both
parts of Canada have been swept up into the
liberal consensus that has become established
in the whol-e western world in the wake of
I,{orld War II. 13ó

Québec and the rest of Canada, indeed the rest of North

America, have come to share the same walues in terms of

economic and business interests.
In order to complete the Quiet Rewolution, Québec

l-eaders hawe cal-l-ed for a transfer of por^/ers from the

f ederal- lewel- to Québec. They want to control- the f iscaÌ,
economic and social pov/ers so as to preserwe and promote the

economic gains made during the Quiet Revolution.

Howewer, by identifying cent.ralization as the chief

threat, not the economic system, and adopting special status

as a way of protecting and nurLuring the 'imagined

community,' the prowince set out on t.he path to the

unj-versal and homogenous state. As Québec entered t.he

mainstream economy, it surrendered control of economic

decisions to the forces of progress. The devolution of

powers to Québec wil-l not give the province the economic and

cul-tural- inf l-uence it seeks. That inf l-uence rests vrith the

United States, the heart of modernity.

o/

t3ó rbid. , pp .53 - 54 .



CHAPTER FOUR

QUÉBEC AND MANTFEST DESTINY

Québec society is an integral part of the
major commercial- and financial trends
prevailing in North Amerj-ca and the worl_d.

Bélanger- Campeau Report

Québec has pursued special staLus in an attempt to giwe

it the economj-c, fiscal and social powers it needs to
protect its unique cul-ture in North America. However,

despite whatever powers special staLus would confer on

Québec, the province wil-1 stil-1 be beholden to economic

decisions which are made outside of Québec. continental
integration weakens the abílity of canada to control- its own

economy and culture. Thus jurisdictional- transfers of
economj-c and social- powers from Ottawa to euébec are

íneffectiwe. rncreased integration with the rest of North

America brunts the effectiveness of increased provincial
polvers and limits the abil-ity of euébec to protect its
culture.

Chapter Three discussed the possibility of directing
the modern era to the ends of the French-canadian cu]ture.
This woul-d require that. the francophones control_ the
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province's economic activity.l3T Howewer, Coleman argues that.

[t] he degree of economic control- desired by
the tradit.ional middl-e class was not achieved,
and it continued to experience the breakdown
of traditional French-Canadian culture. In the
early L970s, the nature of economic poJ-icy was
changed in order to de-emphasize competition
between a nascent francophone capitalist cl-ass
and ot.her factions of the capit.alist class in
North America.l38

This increased integration has its effects on the Québec

culture. Col-eman goes on to say that r'...the more the

francophone community becomes integrated into the North

American economy... the more difficulty it wil-I experience

in defining for itsel-f and maintaining a distinctiwe

cul-ture.l3e

The chapter is diwided into two sections: first, there

wil-l be a general d.iscussion of continental- integration. The

Canada-United St.ates Free Trade Agreement (FTA) will be

presented as an example of ongoing continental-ization.

Second, Lhe paper wil-l- l-ook at the reactions and attitudes

of Québec towards that integration.

CANADA AND CONTINENTAL INTEGRÀTION

The Canadian economy can be understood only as a

137 Col-eman, Independence Movement, p.93 .

r38 rbid.,p.93.
i3e rbid . ,p.r32.
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"regional sector. .. of the North American economy. rr140

Increased continental integration has led Canada to Iose

control of its economy by threatening the policy tools of

the government. Continental integration can be demonstrated

through examining the influence of the presence of US

capital j-n Canada.

American capital and inwestment do two things: first,

it increases the weal-th of Canadians; second, Lhere is a

decrease in the controf that governments in Canada have over

the economy. These two aspects of US investment provide a

source of conflict among Canadians. As Grant said, the

problem \^¡ith US integrat.ion is that Canadians rr. - -want to

preserve their cu]ture, [and] al-so want the benefits of

progress .lal

It is cl-ear that US investment has provided a source of

increased prosperity and economic growth for Canadians. In

1957, the Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects

(the Gordon Commission) reported that

It] he increase in United States investment in
Canada accompanj-ed as it has been by new
technol-ogy and managerial skifls, has clearly
resul-ted in a faster rate of economic growth
t.han would otherwise have been possible. At
the same time, since it has chiefly taken the
form of direct investment, it has led to
United States residents acquiring a

r4o Paul Phil1ips,
Integration, and National
Burden of Unity, David J.
pp-1r-ro.

141 Taylor, Radical, p.

"National PoIicy, ConLinental-
Disintegration, " Canada and the
Bercuson, ed. , (Toronto , 7-986) ,

1,41 -
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controll-ing interest in many of our largest
and f astest growing industri es .t42

The Report goes on to say that " [a] II our periods of greaL

economic activity and expansion in peacetime have been

characterized, by heawy inftows of capital from abroad... rrr43

Thus, according Lo the Gordon Commission, US investment has

been a key factor in the economic growth of Canada.

Howewer, increased weal-th has not led to universal-

approval of US invesLment ín Canada. The post-war era savt' an

increased concern on the part of Canadians regarding the

effecL of these multinational subsidiaries in Canada.

Speaking to the House of Commons Standing Committee on

Externaf Affairs and National Defense, US Undersecretary of

State George Bal-l said that the logical and i-nevitable

conclusion of this process was economic union between Canada

and t.he United States .r4 This represents the essential

concern of Canadians who think that the US is too heavíJ-y

involved in the Canadian economy.

Christian and Campbell's words giwe substance to the

fêar of l-oosing economic control in Canada:

IfJ oreign ownership and controf drain profits
out of the country and make it. possible to
alter the terms of trade between foreign

ta2 Gowernment. of Canada, Report of the Royal Commission
on Canada's Economic Prospects, 1957, p.41.

r43 rbid.,p.3BO.
r4 Robert Gitpin, "InLegration and Disintegration on the

North American Continent, I' Internat.ional Orqanization, w-28,
no.4, (Autumn, L974), p.861.
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parent and Canadían subsidiary, so as
artificially to lower the price of Canadian
exports or raise Lhe price of imported goods,
technology or services. Foreign ov/nership may
result j-n a rel-iance upon imported technology
and neglect of Canadian research and
developmenL- fn an age where technology is
more and more the key to economic prosperity,
such rel-iance may mean effectiwe economic
serfdom. In addition, it may restrict the
career prospects for Canadj-ans in many fields
or force them to emigrate. Indeed, when
foreign controls result in integration of
indust.ry on a continental basis, many high
lewel jobs are cl-osed to those Canadians who
are unwílIing to spend much of their lives
outsÍde Canada. The continental integration of
economic elites which often follows on foreign
control threatens large scale assimilation or
the breaking- down of Canadian val-ues and
attit.udes in an important segment of the
popul-ation.r45

The Americans need not mal-iciously set out to effect.

the Canadian economy, they may simply overlook or disregard

tegitimate Canadian concerns.raó Paul- Phillips prowides an

example of this dilemma:

assume that the Canadian giovernment would wish
to dampen infl-ation by increasing corporate
income taxes. Integrated mult.inationaÌ
companies can, in the absence of direct
control-s, by international bookkeeping shift
their prof its to other count.ries. -

purpose is to make the profits appear l_n
The
the

country wíth the l-owest corporate tax. This
means that the firms which suffer most from
increased taxes of a tight fiscal- policy are
the wholJ-y owned Canadian companies who are
in competition with the multinationals.raT

145 Christian and Campbetl, Political- Part.ies, pp.21-2-2I3
146 Canada, Economic Prospects , p.392.
r47 Phil1ips, "National- Policy, " p.23 .
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Such l-imits are the resul-t of the size of the US economy and

the level- of int.egration.las

Whil-e the large amount of American j-nvestment threatens

the ability of Canadians to control their economy, federal

government initiatives, such as the Canada- US Free Trade

Agreement further l-ead to íncreased continental- integration,

and therefore a decreased ability for domestic control- of

economic matlers. This paper will- go on to examine how the

FTA has effected Canada,in terms of contj-nental- integration,

and particularly, how Lhat agreement affects Québec in

Canada.

THE CANADA- US FREE TRADE AGREEMENT

The federal- government announced in late 1986 that ít
would pursue a policy of increased free trade with the

United States. This was met with bot.h criticism and praise.

The FTA was passed in November of 1988, and became law the

fol-lowing year. The passage of the FTA ensures that the

process of integrat.ion will- go on. This in turn means that

Canadians wil-l- conLinue to lose economic controf -

The importance of the FTA on t.he Canadian economy is
noted by Danie1 Drache,

[w] hen implemented, the Free Trade Agreement
becomes, by virtue of its scope and regulatory
importance, the nevr national- policy for
Canada. All- other federal and provincial
policies wil-l- have to conf orm to its

r48 rbid . ,p.24
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f ramework and g:oals.laç

Much criticism of the FTA was focused on i_ts

assimíl-ating and integrating function. The t-9Bg election

television ad depicting a person erasing the Canada-US

border was a dramatic example of this criticism. yet, this

is not the realit.y. The FTA did not initiate continental-
j-ntegrat.ion, it is simpJ-y a continuatíon of integration that

has been going on f or years.rso

The trade deal reduces more than just tariff barriers,

it. also reduces the restrict.ions on invesLment in t.he two

nations.r5r This has graver implications f or Canad.a than it

does for the United States. The argument has been made that

Canada woul-d suffer cul-turally with the Free Trade

Agreement. This argument can be explained in terms of

economic l-evers that could be threatened by the trade deal.

Herschel Hardin argiues that public enterprises have

been an j-mportant aspect of Canadian culture and

identity.r52 He says that

- -- lpublicl . -. enterprises are not simply

1¿A ^'"' Daniel Drache, rrNorth American Integration, " The Free
Trade Deal, Duncan Cameron, €d., (Toronto, 19BB), p.73.

rso Mary-Beth Montcalm, rrFree Trade and Continenta]
f ntegrat j-on, rt The Free Trade DeaI , Duncan Cameron, €d . ,(Toronto, 1988) , p.176.

r5rWillj-am Diebold, "Change and Continuit.y in Canada-U.S.
Economic Relations, " Canadian-American Publ-ic Policy, no-5,
(March , 1991-) , p.4 .

r52 Herschel Hardin, A Nation Unaware, (Vancouver, L9'74) ,
p.136.
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separate economic devices financed with public
money. They are part of a dense, continuous
economic cufture, full- of precedents and
political history, and of accumufated
knowledge about the proper relatíonship of
economic organizations to the cornrnunity.r53

This aspect of Canadian cul-ture is threatened by the Free

Trade Agreement. Canadian g:overnments, both federal and

prowincial are l-imited in their ability to use crown

corporations as executors of public policy.
Deborah Coyne argues that schemes administered through

crown corporations are cal-l-ed into question by the deal.15a

She says

the investment provisions of the ag'reement,
specifically Articl-e 1605, make the creatj-on
of any such public scheme subject to the
reguirement to provide 'prompt., adequate and
effective compensation' to the privately-owned
companies which might be affect.ed. This wil-l-
be determined ultimately by a binational-
tribunal where the provinces that woul-d be
responsibl-e for init.iat.ing the public action
will- not hawe the right to participate in the
process. In addition, affected American firms
can protest that such public schemes
contravene the Lwo key principles in the
services section of the agreement: the right
of establ-ishment and the right of commercial-
presence. 155

George Grant has said that

any hope for a Canadian nation... coufd only
be achieved through concentrated use of. . .

153 fbid.,p.136.
l5a Deborah Coyne, "Und.ermining Canada's Constitution, "The

Free Trade Deal, Duncan Cameron, ed., (Toronto, 1-9BB) , p-243.
I55 fbid . ,p.243
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planning and control. . . OnIy nationalism could
prowide the political incentiwe for planning;
only planning could restrain the victory of
continentaf ism.15Ó

The use of public enterprises, one tool- for planning, is

threatened by the FTA. Thus, a valuabl-e way of controlling

aspects of the economy and cufture is threatened. Such is

the effect of continental integration.

The effect of increased continental- integration on

Québec is significant. Mary-Beth Montcalm has argued that

Québec's economy is peripheralized by the shift of economic

activity from east to west (Brítain-Canada) to north-south

(Canada-USA) .r57 As Gilpin notes

what Canada is to the United St.ates both
economically and politicalIy, French Québec ís
to English Canada. ,-Tust as the emergence of
English-Canadian nationalism is one response
to the economic and political- forcesj-ntegrating the periphery with t.he American
core, so French-Canadian national-ism in Québec
is one response to similar forces within
Canada itself which are bel-ieved to threaten
the French-Canadian culture and increasingly
have made Québec part of a Canadian periphery
centred upon Toronto, the indust.rial- and
financial core of contemporary Canada.ls8

One analysis of the 'double peripheralization' of

Québec suggests that the unrest in the province has fuel-l-ed

the mowemenL of capital from Québec, particularly Mont.real,

lsó Grant, Lament, p. 15 .

ts7 Al-ain G. Gagnon and Mary-Bet.h
Peripheralization and Québec Unrest, rr

Societ.v, AIain G. Gagnon, €d., (Toronto,

r58 Gil-pin, "fnLegration, rr p.867 .
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to Toronto. Further, Gagnon and Montcalm suggest that this

movement has had the effect of contributing to economic

stagnation ín Québec and has fostered new economic actiwity

in Toronto and other western centres. l5e The two authors

cite a study that reveal-s that in 1-952, Montreal had L24

company headquarters for ewery 100 in Toronto, whereas in

L972, Montreal had only 62 to every 100 in Toronto.lóO They

go on to state:

additionally, the 'relatiwe dependency' of the
Canadian economy on that. of the United States
and the hold of capitalism l-eave OLLawa nearly
powerless to alter this peripheralizing
process. Canadian attempts at countering this
trend by fiscal and monetary regulation hawe
prowed f eebl-e. The Canadian economy is simply
too minor within the continental economy and
too subject to external decision making for
the federal gowernment to effectively control
f iscal and economic policy.ró1

Montcalm argiues that mul-tinational- consol-idation in

Southern Ontario has l-ead to the Québec government pursuing

policies that would see the provinces economic clout

strengthened.ró2 However, the FTA continues the process of

continental integration, which in turn continues the process

of Québec's peripheral-ization in the North American economy.

This weakens the abil-ity of the provincial- g'overnment to

Gagnon and Montcalm, "Peripheral-izat.ion, rr p.18.

Ibid. ,p.18.

fbid. , p. 18 .

at^-L--T- rrñ-^^^ ñ-^-l I 
^^-Li^-^-L^l ----Ll - -lvlLillLUd-Llll, "rree lIdLle di.tu. LQ.LLLl-lle1lLcll- l-llLe9l-c{Ll-Oll,

159

ló0

162

p.L79
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control economic, fiscal and soclal- aspects of the province.

As the process of integration continues, Canada Ioses

the ability to controf its o\,vn economy. Therefore, it is

af so losing the abil-ity to control its cul-ture. The question

then arises of how Québec could get the effectiwe ability to

protect its culture through controlling its economy. If the

central government, peripheral in the continental economy,

has ineffective powers ower the economy, then transferring

those powers to Québec, peripheral in the Canadian economy,

wil-l noL enab]e Québec to meet its needs.

PoIitj-cal scientist and Québec separatist Pierre

Fournier writes t.hat

[as a result. of FTA] ... the Canadian tax
system must to a large degree adapt to the
Amerícan sysLem, otherwise, companies l-ocated
in Canada would be t.empted to set up in the
United States. Finally, there is a risk that
government programs whj-ch create imbal-ances in
the free circulation of goods and capital,
including purchasing policies, support for
regional development, financing for innowation
and research and development, marketing bonds,
and initiatives by state-run industries wil-1
be called into question. Generally speaking,
it. is easy to predict that the states room to
manoeuvre, which to a large degree defines
both Canadian and Québécois dist.inctness, will
ewentually be narrower and more reduced than
it is now.tó3

By Fournier's own analysis, increased integration with the

USA through FTA would put at risk ventures such as the

Caisse, Hydro-Québec; in short, the major symbols of

163 Pierre Fournier, A Meech Lake Post-Mortem, (Montreal
and Kingston, 1-991-) , p.16.
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Québec's ability to be maîtres chez nous are threatened by

closer integration with the United States. Newertheless,

Québec, a strong supporter of Free Trade in the 1988

election, has historically supported increased economic ties
with the United States.

QUEBEC AND THE UNITED STATES

Daniel- Latouche argued ín L974 that

[t] he PQ leadership shares with most euébec
elites a deep admiration for the onty North
American society that is said to have
succeeded j-n providing itsel f with an
autonomous model of development..- The socio-
economic model for the Québécois is noL
Canada, for it exists only as an act of will,
but the United States, which has succeeded in
giving form to the North American myth.ls

The péguistes wanted to distance the Québec economy from the

rest of Canada. rr... The PQ sees little danger in l_iberating

Québec from Lhe dominat.ion of the English-Canadian financial

elite with the help of more powerful American capita1 .ró5

The Québécois have historically admired the Americans.

Réné Lévesque himself once said. rrI,ve never had any feeling

of being Canadian, bul I've always had an incredibly strong

sense of being North American. The place where f,m most at

164 Robert Chodos and Eric Hamovj-tch, Ouébec and the
American Dream, (Toronto, a991). , p. 13 .

ró5 Daniel Latouche, "Québec and the North American
Subsystem: one Possibre scenario, " rnternat.j-onal- organizati-on,
v.28, rro.4, (Autumn 1974), p.948.
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home ouLside Québec is the United States.rrróÓ Québécois

national-ists saw in the USA a society which had developed

according to their own imperatives to establish a dominant

society, culLurally secure. The nationalists sought to

emulate this society.

It is the importance of American inwestment that the

national-ists in Québec emphasize. The pursuit of special

status, and the reliance on American inwestment both hawe

come to mean increased economic growth for Québec; economic

growLh, argue the national-ists "is the only means to

preserve French cufture and gain control- of the Québec

economy. ló7

However, âs the rejection of La survivance represented,

It]he attempt by Québec to cl-ose itself of f
from its different and more diwerse partner in
British NorLh America was never successful Lo
the same degree as it. was in the United
States, for Québec did not possess the
political and economic power necessary to
enf orce its wishes.ló8

As t.he Québécois turn more and more to US inwestment as a

means of escaping domination by English-Canadians, they turn

towards the forces of homogenization in the United States.

Through rejectíng English-Canadian ínfluences, the Québécois

accept American inf l-uences.

Chodos and Hamovitch,

Gilpin, 'r Integration, "

American Dream, p.225.

Christian and Campbell,

p. 870.

PoIitical Parties,

1óó

167

1ó8

BO

p.33.



Grant argr-ìes that the only way that a natíon coul-d

resist the uniwersal and homogenolls state ís to dewel-op a

strong economic nationalism. He says that rr... some form of

planned economy Iis] the only conceivable al-ternative to

Americanízaiuion. "r6e Howewer, what Québec has developed is

an economic nationalism that emphasises the opposite of the

English- Canadian economic national-ism; pro-American

investment- the very thing Grant was lamenting.

If economic and fiscal- poI/ùers are central to culture as

the Tremblay Report suggested, then by virtue of its

economic control, the USA has a great deal- of control- over

the culture both in Québec and the Rest of Canada. In this

regard, Grant said that

[b] ranch-plant economies have branch-pl-ant
cultures. . . The power of the American
government to control- Canada does not lie in
its ability to exert direct pressure; the
po\,\ier l-ies in the fact that dominant classes
in Canada see themselwes at one with the
cont.inent on all essential- matters. . .170

Grant's words apply wel-l- to Québec. With more

integration, Québec becomes more limited in its ability t.o

control- the economy. To gain wealth, Québec must accept more

US investment, however, this means giwing up economic and

therefore cultural controfs. To get one, Québec must give up

the other. George Grant says

lóe Grant, Lament , p.75.

"' Forbes, "PoIitical Thought, 'r p.57.
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French-Canadian national_ism is a last-ditch
stand... Solutions vary to the prob}em of how
an autonomous culture can be maintained in
Québec. But all the answers face the same
dilemma: Those who want to maintain
separateness also wanL the advantages of the
age of progress. These two ends are not
compatible, for the pursuít of one negates thepursuit of the other. Nationalism can only beasserted successfully by arÌ identification
with technol-ogicat advanCe; but. technol_ogical
advance entail-s the disappearance of those
indigenous differences that. giwe substance to
nationalism. rTr

This paper has to now argued that the 1960s and the

Quiet Revolution represented euébec,s acceptance of
technological advance and moderníty. Now euébec pursues

economic growt.h; it. has not been abl-e to sustain its unique

culture in the face of the universal- and homogenous state.
To quote Robert Bourassa, "Québec's economic needs and

Québec's cultural- problems are pulling in opposite

directions. rT2

The final- chapter looks at methods whereby the euébec

goverrunent could by-pass the debate over the effectiveness
of special status. specificarly, the fina] chapter will_

examine sovereignty-Association and separation as possible
ways for Québec to provide cul-tural_ security to íts
population.

t7t Grant, Lament , p .'7 6 .

172 Robert Bourassa , ',euébec, s Economi-c Future inconfederation,' The Future of North America, canada. theunited st.ates and ouébec National-ism, El-ffian andNeil Nevit.te, eds. , (Montreal, L979) , p.299 .
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CHAPTER FTVE

SOVERETGNTY ASSOCIATION: SPLITTING THE DIFFERENCE

A house divided

-..two nations
single state.

173 Cl-aud Morin,
Since l-945, Michael

The preceding pages have argued that special status for

Québec would not grant that province the cul-tura1 protection

that it seeks. Many Québeckers have made t.he case that only

an independent Québec can ensure the survival- of the French

culture in North America. As Cl-aud Morin cogent.ly sums up:

the Québécois have dealt with Canadian
federalism for more than a century. This long
experience permits the following fundamental
proposition to be drawn: to the extent that
the Québécois want to controL their owrl
affairs, the Canadian federaT system not onJy
represents an obstacl-e to the fuLfil-ment of
this objective, it al-so inevitabTy increases
Québécois dependence upon outside poTiticaT,
economic and cul-turaT powers over which they
coul-d onJy, in the best of circumstances,
exert a fortuitous and short fived
inf J-uence. (Morin' s emphasis ) 

r73

fngrained in this thought is the belief that English Canada,

cannot stand.

Abraham Lincon

warring in the bosom of a

I-,ord Durham

I'ouébec and Canadian Federali-sm. " Ouébec
D. Behiel-s, êd., (Toronto, 1-987) , p.1-96.
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not the economic system, is the chief threat. This

misunderstanding \,vas examined in detail- in Chapter Three.

This chapter will- argue that secession from Canada,

even with associatj-on, would not protect Québec from the

forces of assimil-ation. The political independence of Québec

would separate the powers of gowernment from Lhe central

Canad.ian goverrìment and give them to Québec, but the

principles of modernity would still- exist in the 'nation of

Québec.' Québec would be 'independent' on a continent whose

cul-ture is dependent on modernity. An independent Québec

would still share the values of modernity.

The chapter wil-l- first l-ook at Sowereignty-Association.

This proposed framework is the most widely known

independence proposal, and has been around since the mid

1960s when Réné Lévesque created lnis Mouvement Souverainté-

association. While the 1980 Referendum is long past,

Sowereignty-Association is stil-l the most widely accepted

and touted framework for an independent Québec. Thus the

chapter's analysis of this framework will- focus mainly

around Sowereignty-Association as presented by the PQ in the

l-ate 1970s and into 1980. Special emphasis wil-l- be placed on

the 'association' aspect of Sowereignt.y-Association as a

method which attempts to preserve t.he economic stabil-ity of

Québec. The chapter will then brief ly l-ook at. full-

separation and how that relates to the general thesis of the

paper" The concfusion wil-l- examine the above mentioned
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concepts in ]ight of Grant's thoughts.

S OVERE IGNTY - AS SOC IATI ON

WhiIe there have been many separatist proposals put

forward, from a slow approach to a unil-ateral declaration of

independence, the most detailed theory set forward is

Sovereignty- Association. In 1-979, Lhe government of Réné

Léwesque presented its White Paper of its proposal- for an

independent Québec. The White Paper, entitled Canada-Ouébec.

A New Deal, closely def ined t.he PQ position. I¡Ihile a

detailed analysis of the White Paper is beyond the scope of

this paper, the following pages will- discuss generally the

outl-ine of the proposaf and analyze it in terms of the

general themes of t.he paper so far.

Sowereignty-Association is essentially a method where-

by the prowince

would acquire in addition t.o the political
powers it already has, those no\ÁI exercised by
Ottawa, whether they v/ere assigned to the
federal- government under the British North
America Act of aB67 or whether it. assumed them
since that time, directly or indirect:-y .t'o

Furt.her, the prowince woul-d remain associated economically

with the rest of Canada through a customs, and monetary

union adminístered by special institutions set up by the two

nati-ons.

174 , "White Paper on Québec's Referendufr, "
The Globe and MaiI, 2 Nov. 1979, p.11.
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Some have seen the association aspect of the PQ plan AS

its g'reatest weakness Coleman has argued

[t]he ]eading proponent of independence, the
Parti québécois, has increasíngly weakened its
demands for political independence without
economic independence. ft assumes that cofiìmon
economic institutions now in place in Canada
must be retained in the new nation-state and
that a conÌmon economic culture with North
America witl be a foundation of that state.
.Tane Jacobs has asked whether such a policy is
wise. She suggests that the future of the
francophone natj-on in Québec will- depend upon
its capacity to erect its own economic
institutions on its own terms. Her advice
today was long ago the advice of the Tremblay
Commission... An independent Québec and a
distinctíve culture must rest upon an
independent economy. 175

Réné Lévesque's words giwe subslance to Jacobs' thoughts.

Lévesque has said

til t is of course extremely important to keep
in your hands al-I controls and to create or
recover all the essential powers that affect
i-nternational development and al-l-ow a national-
society to ensure that it is being served by
the economy which must maintain it and in
large measure, shape its 1ife.r7ó

fn this light, the White Paper cal-ls into question the

abil*ity of Québec to ensure that the economy is serving the

societ.y that it shapes. The V[hite Paper proposes

...a new system, [that], whil-e freeing Québec
from OLtawa's domination, would not break up
an economic community that extends from the
Atl-antic to the Pacific; it would ensure for
Québec a maximum of autonomy while maintaining

Coleman, Independence Mowement, pp .227 -228

Réné Lévesque, Option, p.40.

t75

t76
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the natural- interdependence and the historj-cal-
and human l-inks that exist between Québec and
the rest of Canada.rTT

Gíven what has been said in Chapter Four regarding the

ability of Québec to control its economy on the continent,

it is doubtful that Sovereignty-Association coul-d giwe to

Québec the powers and abil-ities of which Léwesque spoke-

However, the PQ government proceeded in the late 1970s

to define Québec's sovereignty as including association.

Col-eman suggests that. this move v/as a realistic recognj-tion

on the part of the PQ gowernment that the economic cu1ture

of Québec is the same as that. of the rest of Canada.rTs The

White Paper supports this analysis:

Interdependence, considering the economic
advant.ages that it brings , far f rom being as
consLraining as some seem to think, can on the
contrary resul-t in enriching f orms of
cooperation and int.eraction, and thus improve
the present and future lot of the societies
taking part... Québec has never wanted to l-ive
in isolation; from the start it has accept.ed
interdependence . 17e

Yet there was more to the association dimension than

simply economics. There was a realization by the PQ that.

fulI separation was untenabl-e in Québec society. Premier

Lévesque said to the National Assembly in 1978

we have no intention of obtaining sovereignty

, "White Paper, " p. 11.

p.22I.

]-2.

Coleman, Independence Movement,

"tr¡Ihite Paper,rr p.

177

178

179
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and then negotiating an association. Vle do not
wanl to end, but radically transform, our
union with the rest of Canada, so that in the
fuLure our relations will be based on full- and
complete equal- ity. Sovereignty and
association shoul-d therefore be attained
concurrently without any rupture, once the
people of Québec have given us our mandate in
the ref erendum. 180

The Québec government was anxious to awoid creating
j-nsecurity among the citizens. They did not want to portray

a rupture; rather the PQ wanted to portray a progression. In

his analysis of the White Paper, Donald SmÍ}ey said

ltl he Whit.e Paper j-s preeminently a political
document. . . The e]ements of reassurance have
no doubt been deemed to be poJ-itically
necessary because of the polling of public
opinion in Québec over a relatiwely long
period of time indicates that no more than a
small- proportion of the elecLorate has ever
supported independence in any uncondit.ional
sense while support for sovereignty increases
dramatically when 'softer' attitudes are
presented. . l8r

Further, Smiley suggests that t.he PQ sought to lead the

Québécois to the concl-usion that separation with economic

association woul-d be a risk free process with no materiaf

disadwantages or disl-ocations.182

These factors can be analysed in rel-at.ion to what has

gone above. Essentially, the association aspect of

180 Smiley, Federal- Condition, p.148.
181 D.V. Smiley, The Association Dímension of Sovereignty-

Association: A Response to the Ouébec White Paper, (Kingston,
l-980), p.15.

r82 fbid. , p. 16 .
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Sovereignty-Association indicates that the PQ gowernment

felt the need to ensure Québeckers that there would be no

financial loss; often the argument was made that Québec

could fair better economically in a loosely associated

relationship wíth the rest of Canada. The Québec population

wanted to keep the benefits of progress abowe all el-se- even

above the ultimate method of cul-tural survival- ful-l

independence.

Sowereignty-Association vrent counter to what the

Tremblay Commission had recommended thirty years earlier:

...to preserve its culture... a national
community must have the f aculty of f reeJ-y
expressing itself and, therefore, in the very
first place, of creating its own insLitutions
and of organizing its economic and social- life
by itself and according to its own spirit. If
ít lacks that, then whatewer may be the
constitutional guarantees, it is stricken in
its everyday Iife, fettered in its maLerial-
expansion and cultural progress and reduced to
the al-ternatiwe of either al-l-owing its culture
to perish, or of accepting, in its own

ofa

Howewer, in the 1960s the Québécois ignored this adwice and

adopted a philosophy of progress and material expansion.

Pierre Trudeau critiques the underlying philosophy of the

independ.entists who cl-aim that "independence equals

progress. rndependence... is good in itself . rr184 In Québec,

183 Québec, Report. 1957, woL. 2, p.63.

country, the inferior status
stranger.l83

184 Pierre Trudeau,
(Toronto, ]-968) , p.J-51-

Federalism and the French

89
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as demonstrated by the discussion of the Quiet Revolution in

Chapters Two and Three, progress in Québec equals economic

growth; progress equals the universal and homogenous state.

The 19'79 white Paper itself is frought wíth references

to progressi the sixth chapter of the document entitl-ed

'Québec, Land of the Future' suggests a movement ahead, a

natura1 progression. The l.ùhite Paper uses the language of

homogenizai-ion: rtthe assumption is that in any society t.hat.

wants to progress... "r85 Further, the White Paper cites

other success stories: " . . . it is. . . noteworthy that five of

the six richest countries in the worl-d... hawe a population

less than 1-0 million, as does Québec. "18ó George Grant's

words paralÌel the reasoning of the White Paper: "men

everywhere move ineluctably toward membership in the

universal and homogenous state. "r87 Québeckers resist any

move that woul-d threalen the progress of the Québec nation,

with prog'ress defined in terms of economic viability.

While the above analysis of Sovereignty-Association has

l-eaned heavil-y on the events surrounding the 1980

Referendum, there is evidence that suggesLs that the

analysis is still- relevant. today. For instance, there is

still- a belief that an independent Québec should stil-l- be

associated economically with the rest of Canada. The

r85 , "White Paper, 'r p . 14 .

186 rbid. , p. 13 .

187 Forbes, "Pol-itical Thought, " p.47.
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Belanger-Campeau Commission Report states :

[t] he conìmon market undoubtedly contributes to
the economic well-being of al-J- Canadians and
Québeckers, who thus have a mutuaf interest ín
preserving the market's basic components,
regardless of their political
constitutional status . r88

and

Further, .facques Parizeau stated that "nobody sees merit in

disrupting the Canadian economic space. "r8e Thus it would

seem that, while the particul-arities of a 1990s version of

Sowereignty-Association may be undefined, the general

concept remains int.act.

However, recent changes in external economic

rel-ationships have added to the debate over Sovereignty-

Association. Specifically, pundits wonder whether the

Canada-US Free Trade Agreement woul-d apply to an independent

Québec with economic association to the rest of Canada. The

PQ in 1990 published La Souveraineté, Pourquoi? Comment?

where it suggested that Québec would participate in

international- accords such as t.he FTA.reO fn its

presentation to t.he Belanger-Campeau Commission, t.he PQ said

that "Québec is already a part of the North American free

188 Gowernment of Québec, "Report of t.he Commission on the
Po1itical and Constitutional- Future of Québec, " Canada,
Adieu?, RJ-chard Fidler, êd., (Halifax and Lantzvill, B.C-,
L99L) , p.304.

r8e Jacques Parizeau, "Who' s Af raid of Sowereignty-
Association, " Canadian Speeches, v.4, no.9, (Jan, 1-991-), p.26-

reo Economic Councit of Canada, A Joint Venture, 2BLln
Annual Report, (Ottawa, ]-99]-), p.84.
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trade area established by treaty and it wil} remain a member

after its accession to sowereignty.tnt

As discussed in Chapter Four, Québec has always

favoured increased economic relations with the United

States. After the l-980 Referendum defeaL, the Lévesque

government mowed to bring Québec and US economic rel-ations

cl-oser together.re2 This in part was an attempt to distance

Québec from the Canadian economy as some national-ists felt

that the cl-ose integration between Canada and Québec was a

factor in the Referendum's defeat.re3 Distancing Québec's

economy from that of Canada is stil-l- a factor in the support

for free trade and increased economic ties with the United

States. Pierre Fournier believes that "the free trade deal-

will undoubtedty speed Québec's economic 'de-

Canadianization' ...thereby making the sovereignty of Québec

much more plausibl-e. "re4 This is in keeping with Parizeau's

bel-ief that free trade will make separation more 1ikeIy.1e5

Trudeau said ín 1962 that I'sel-f -government does not

mean self -determination. rrreÓ with t.he PQ proposal Québec

ler Fid1er, Adieu, p.40.
1e2 Fournier, PosL-Mortem, p. 1-11-.

re3 rbid. , pp. 111, 1-1-2 .

roÁ''* Ibid . ,p.u-2 .

re5 Dawid J. Baugh, "AffirmaLive Action and the La\,v,rl
PoIicv Options, v.1-3, Íro.4, (May, 1992) , p.A7.

teó Trudeau, French Canadíans , p - 151 .
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would become a secondary part of a peripheral economy on a

North American Continent. It would be further behol-den to

the principle of liberalism. The White Paper itself suggests

that Canada and Québec negotiate free trade between the new

nation and the rest of Canada. Were this to happen, As

Kenneth McRoberts says, rrthe Québec-Canada economic

association would in fact be cfoser to a 'complete' customs

union than is the present Canadj-an system.'rre7 From what has

gone abowe, one can concl-ude that the PQ emphasized economic

associat.ion because the party felt that most Québécois were

interested in not giving up economic progress.

There is a contradiction in the reasoning regarding

association and the distancing from the Canadian economy

through Free Trade or some other method. Why would a

Sowereignty-Associationalist, wanting to further distance

Québec from the Canadian economy then want economic

assocj-ation which would , dL feast in the 1980 model, bring

Canada and Québec cfoser t.ogether ín some aspects? This is a

valid question and it presents a dilemma for the nationalist

who supports this particular framework of independence

Whil-e there is not sufficient space in the paper to further

explore this idea, it does seem to suggests that

Sor.'ereignty-Associationalists want 'to have their cake and

eat it too.'
Economic association with the rest of Canada, and the

re7 McRoberts, Social Change, p. 3 01
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desire on the part of the secessíonists

Trade Agreement both combine to create a

Ehe cul-ture of Québec

towards Iiberalism

to maint.ain t.he Free

powerfuÌ threat to

that the driveLéwesque bel-ieved

. . . is the only danger that really can have a
fatal effect upon us, because it exists within
ourselwes. . . The only \day to overcome the
danger is to face up to this trying and
thoughtless age and make it accept us as v/e
are, succeeding somehow in making a proper and
appropriate place in it for ourselves, in our
own language, so that we can feel- we are
equals and not inferiors. . . ft. . . means that
we must buil-d a society which, while it
preserves an image that is our own, wil-l- be as
progressr-ve / as
'civil-ized' as any in

efficient,
the world. re8

and AS

However, association would only maintain economic

integratj-on with

FTA, assuming al

the rest of Canada, and adherence to the

I parties agree, would maintain continuing

integration with the United States.

The downfal-l of the Sovereignty-Associationalists is

the fact that whil-e they want Québec to become independent,

they cannot pass up the allure of the continental- economy.

George Grant says " Ic] apitalism is a way of life based on

the principle that the rnost important act.ivity is profit-

making. That actiwit.y l-ed the wealt.hy in the direction of

continentalism. "ree Thus Sovereignty-Association would not

be a solutj-on for Québec because it. t.ends towards

1e8 Lévesque, option, p.17

ree Grant, I--rament . ,p.47 .
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institutional- ties with the rest of Canada, and, through the

FTA, institutional- ties with the United States - While these

ties have the potential- to give Québec controls over the

extent of economic integration, it is unIikely, should these

institutions ever be created (which is doubtful), that the

Québécois would act in a way that woul-d threaten economic

growth and sever the economic interdependence of the North

American community.

FUI,L SEPARÀTION

A:rother option for Québec is fuII separation from

Canada without any kind of associatíon as outlined in the

Sowereignty-Association framework. While this opt.ion has

never received much sustained Support from the Québécois

before 1990, it is worthy of mention. It is important to

note, however, that support for an independence option has

steadiÌy been on the increase in Québec in recent years-200

The attention given to Sovereignty-Association by the

PQ in the past has weakened the crediblty of full

separation. "In seeking to minimize the prospect. of change,

the tPQl seemed to acknowlege that true independence would

have catastrophic effects."201 Further, Lhe bel-ief in the

200 Daniel Drache, "Negotiating with Québec: A New
Diwision of Powers or Secession? ", Negotiating with a
Sovereiqn Ouébec, (Toronto, L992), p.13.

20r Kenneth McRoberts, "Québec: Prowince, Nation or
'Distinct Society'?u, Canadian Politics in the l-990s, Michael
ÍIhittington and GIen williams, eds. , (Scarborough , L991-) ,
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importance of association continues today. In L99L Jacques

Parizeau stated t.hat rr...economic association, indeed with

Canada, but also beyond Canada, is a logical outcome of

where Québec wants to go- "202 OrÌe political- party, the BLoc

québécois, has declared that ". . . Québec must proclaim its

ful-l sowereignty before negotiating any nevr agreement i,vith

English Canafl.¿. rr20r Howewer, this party maintains that

economic association with the rest of Canada is necessary.

At this point, one may wonder why full- separation has

been unpopular in Québec. Given the griewances of the

Québécois, alluded to throughout the paper, one would expect

a sense that ít ís time to 'cut the l-osses and run.' This is

not t.he case.

Opinion polls conducted shortly after the OcLober 26,

1-992 Referendum are rewealing. An .I\ngus Reid-Southam News

potl found that after the Referendum, ''532 [of Québeckers]

disagreed with the proposition that it woul-d be better in

the long run if Québec v/ere simply to separate, while 38?

agreed. "2ß The polÌ is contrasted with another taken in May

of l-990, ât the height of the Meech Lake controversy. In

that poII, 532 of Québeckers said that independence was the

p.aL2 .

202

ZUJ

2U

United,

Parizeau, rrWho's Af raid, " p.28.

Fidler, Adieu, p.47.

Jul-iano Beltrame, "Mâj ority WantI' The Montreal Gazette, 7 Nov. 3-992,
Canada

p-f\J--
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best long run so1ution.205 The up and down of support

suggests that preference for fuII separation is soft.

In opinion polls on the subject, support for secession

fluctuates with t.he part.icul-ar term used to indicate the

option. Drache shows this in graphical form, and compares it

to Support for Sovereignty-Association as well- aS a mandate

to negotiate Sovereignty-Associat.ion. The graph is "based on

the results deriwed from 153 public opinion polls. The

f igures are the average by period and by optio¡. rr20ó

The fl-uctuation with the terms 'sowereignty,'

196ù1964 f96+t9€9 1970-197,t 1975t979 l98o'198s 198er988 lflgGl99l

.independence,' and 'separaLism' can be seen to indicate

softness for the SeceSSion-without-association option.

Ibid.,p.A1.

Drache, "Negotiating, " P.13
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Despite the reluctance of Québeckers to accept ful1

sowereigntf, the prowince might ultimately be presented v/ith

just that shoul-d the prowince hold and win a referendum on

Sowereignty-Association. Vühile the above discussion

primarily focuses on sel-l-ing Sowereignty-Association to

francophone Québeckers, the reaf difficulty would l-ie in

getting the rest of Canada to agree to the proposal-. The

fact is it woul-d not be reasonabfe to assume that the rest

of Canada woul-d accept economic association with a separate

Québec. Québec political- scient.íst Léon Dion stated that

"English-Canada won'L give in until- it has a knife at its

throat. "207 Dion's 'knife' is full separation in the face of

Canada-outside-Québec not giwing in to the prowince's

demands.

However, evidence suggests that this tactic may not

work on the resL of Canada. Canadians outside Québec wifl

not accept substantial- change to their country easily. A'

Québécois appearing before the Spicer Commission said ". . . íf

English-Canadians coufdn't accept the miniscul-e and

defensive provisions of Meech, how will they accept a

substantial change in the current Constitution?2o8

This was born out by l-ater submissions. The range of

emotion varied, but the message vüas t.he same:

207 Phílip Aut.hier, rr Glve Canada one Last Chance, Expert
Urges, r' The Montreal- Gazette, 13 December 1990, p.44.

208 Citi zeÍr' s Forum on Canada' s FuLure, Report to the
Peopl-e and Gowernment of Canada, June, a99a, p.52.
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I betieve that if Québec separates it should
separate with good will but with no ties.
(PEr) 

***
If Québec goes, then the rest of Canada must
draw a line in the sand: no conìmon currency,
do not share defence, share federal debt,
stop transfer of $$ (sic) and projects in
Québec. The rest of Canada must not be held
und.er the gun. (Ontariolzoe

The Commission concluded that "participants outside Québec,

by a substantial margin, see Sowereignty-Association as the

worst of all worl-ds. Their message to Québec is stay of

leave, but if you feawe, it must be a complete

departurs. rr2r0 Thus Québeckers may pref er Sovereignty-

Association, and may even owerwhel-mingly approve ít in a

referendum, yet may nevertheless be forced to choose between

full, separation or continued participation in the Canadian

federation. Dion's knife may end up not at the throat of the

rest of Canada, but at the throat of Québec-

Trudeau, wrj-ting in 1962, suggests that the

Separatists, arguments are based in emotion. 2rr Trudeau

does not deny the power of emotion in t'his case:

" [n] ationalism, aS an emotional stimul-us directed at an

entire community, Can indeed Iet l-ooSe unforseen powers. rr2l2

Yet the rise and fall- of support for separation during the

2oe rbid.,p.61.
210 rbid.,pp.56-60.
2tt Trudeau, French Canadians, p.175, passim-

2r2 rbid. , p. 1-75 .
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many constitutional crj-ses of Canada is indicatiwe of those

emotions. In his unrelenting attack against the separatísts,

Trudeau writes:

tilt is predicted t.hat the realization of
IQuébec's] nation- state wil-1 ref ease a
thousand unsuspected energies. . . This is the
faith that takes the place of reason for those
who are unable to find a basis for their
conwictions in history, or economics,
or the consitution , or sociology. . ."t

Trudeau mocks those separatists who argue that

" [i]ndependence is a matter of dignity. You don't argue

about it; you f ee1 iL.2'a

A weakness with emotional appeals is that, giwen time,

emotion fades away. Strong emotions such as anger do not

last; reason takes over. Robert Bourassa has said that

[t]here is a 'reflex of prudence' in Québec
regarding the prospect of breaking up one of
the most blessed countires in the worl-d... we
can/t concl-ude that this majority support for
sovereignty is based on a wil-lingness to
dismanLle Canada as a country... of course
they are not satisfied with the present
constitutional- situatj-on. . . but they realj-ze
also the high degree of tolerance, freedom,
prosperity, and social- tolerance that we have
in this country. 2r5

Premier Bourassa here suggests that the liberal- elements of

Québec, and the prosperity of Québec in Canada will t.emper

the emotions of the Québécois.

213 rbid.,p.173.
2r4 rbid . ,p.173.
215 Don MacDonald, rrBourassa Sees I^IiIlingness to Resofve

Unity Impasse, " , 19 Dec. 1-991-, p.Al-i-.
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Arrd thus the natiwe hue of resofution
fs sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought,

And enterprises of great pitch and moment
With this regard their currents turn awry

And fose the name of acti-on.2ró

2t6 Hamlet, Act III, Scene i, lines 84-BB.
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CONCLUSION

Québec's unique culture and philosophy, eloquently

expressed in the Tremblay Report, has been replaced with the

culture of the universal and homogenous state. The 1960s

were a \,ratershed for the province; the polit.ical- l-eaders

decided to actively pursue French-Canadian self-

determination and cul-tural- security. Yet the strategy of

special status was fl-awed: it demanded that Québec adopt the

Keynesian principles the Tremblay Report warned of as

threatening the province's cul-ture. To become 'masters in

their own house' Québeckers woul-d hawe to surrender their

unique cul-ture.

Special status represented a movement towards increased

provincÍaÌ controf over aspects of the Québeckers' l-iwes. It

incl-uded the notion that an economically secure Québec would

prowide a secure cul-ture. Whil-e special status began as a

series of constitutional demands in the l-960s, it became a

broad concept which today manifest.s itself as a belief that

Québec is a 'distinct society' deserving recognition as a

province unlike the oLhers, with powers to make this

manifest. The people behind the movement Loward special-

status used the argument that
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. . . if controf of economic activity by the
francophone community could be expanded
significantly, the new capitalist order could
be directed so as to be compatible with the
established culture of the French-Canadian
community.2lT

Coleman summarizes the belief by some Québeckers that

modernity itself is a force that can be moulded to fit the

French-Canadian culture. This bel-ief justified the ewents of

the Quiet Revolution and the demands that hawe been made by

successive Québec governments: a culturally secure Québec is

a Québec with jurisdiction over political and economic

governmental powers. Here we are reminded of Grants' words:

" [w]hile IQuébeckers] want Lo preserwe their cul-ture, they

also want the benefits of progress. "218 This is their

undoing. The would-be Gaullists in Québec coul-d not rrconLrol-

the economy so as to stop the tendency of capital to become

internati-ona] .2le

Both George Grant and the Tremblay Commission suggested

that modernity in and of itsel-f has an assimilating force;

it leads to mass civilization, ot, in Grant's terms, the

uniwersal and homogenous state. In the 1960s, the Québec

government proceeded with a modernization program that

brought the prowince in l-ine with the typical North American

state; interventionist, concerned with ful-I employment and

217 Coleman, Independence Movement, p.93
2t8 Taylor, Radical , p.l_47.
zrq Grant, Lament , p.46 .
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economic growth. This is the crux: because Québec began to

equate economic growth with cul-tural- security it thereby

doomed its unique cufture to assimilation into the

progressiwe mainstream culture of North America. One look at

Québec society today would show a reflection of the culture

of the rest of the continent. Mirium Smith has argued that

both the Québec natj-onalists and the English-Canadians share

simil-ar agendas; preserving the economic benefits that. both

now enj oy .220

Québec had adopted modernity during the Quiet

Rewol-ution. So much was this the case that the province

coul-d identify with the centre of dynamic progress, the

United States. The first separatist premier of the prowince

even went so far as saying that he felt more at home in the

USA than in Canada-outside-Québec.

The prowince was brought into line with the principles

of modernity. The progressive, modern mind-set had a

homogenizíng effect on Québec; the traditional cufture, in

the face of a progressiwe culture, could not help but be

washed away. Fernand Dumont said

[t]he really decisive factors in the 'Quiet
Revol-ution' were of a cul-tural- nature. There
was the educational reform certainly; but
there were also vagiue aspirations, the desire
to adopt new attitudes which contributed to
it. All the formal ideologies which had given

220 Mirium smith, " Québec - canada
Paths to a Common Economic Agenda,
Sovereiqn Ouébec, Daniel- Drache and
(Toronto, 3-992) , pp.66,67 passim.

Association: Diwergent
"@
Roberto Perin, eds. ,
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us our identity vanished rapidty. For example,
within a relatiwely short period of time,
Catholicism ceased to be the backbone of our
nationality- Moreover, many beliewers, of
which f am one , are del íghted . We al-l-
welcome the arrival of plural-ism.?21

It is telling that Québec, the 'Catholic province', is now

considering rescinding its laws restricting Sunday shopping.

What, then, has been the effect of the 'new

nationalism'? In L964, Trudeau wrote

Iin the Duplessis era] ... the French-Canadian
nationalism was setting up defense mechanisms
the effect of which was to turn Québec
resofutely inward and backwards. ft befel-1 the
generation of French-Canadians who came of age
during the Second i¡Iorld War to break out of
the dilemma; instead of bucking the rising
tides of industrial-ization and modernization
in a vain effort to preserve traditional-
cuftures, they threw the fl-ood -gates open to
forces of change. And if ever proof be
required that nationalism is a sterile force,
Iet it be considered that fífteen years of
systemic non-nationalism and sometimes
ruthl-ess anti-national-ism at a few key points
of the society \^iere enough to help Québec to
pass f rom a f eudal- to a modern era.222

The French-Canadians have changed a great deal since

'opening the fl-ood gates' Lo modernity. Reg Whitaker has

written that rrthe dominant discourse of the new Québec

nati-ona]ism i-n the 1960s and into the 70s r¡/as statist-..u223

Latouche has argued that Québeckers are nov/ defining

221 Dumont , I'French- Canadian Man, rr p . J5 -,J6 .

Trudeau, French Canadians, p.201.222

223 Whitaker, " Canadian Question, " p .289 .
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Lhemselves as Québécois, and not French-Canadians.22a This

suggests that today Québec nationalism is not culturally

oriented; rather it is geographically orienLed-

Territoriality is a natural result of the changes

Québec underwent in the 1960s. The citizens began to

associate their government wíth economic progress, which was

equated to cultura1 surviwal. The notion of Québec as a

'nation within a nation' was reinforced through the

prowincial initiatiwes in social, cuftural and economic

areas.22s

Québec came to see itsel-f as at once being part of the

North American commercial empire and as being unj-que within

that empire. However, as former Québec NDP leader Robert

Cl-iché has said: "French Canada is ceasing to be a separate

society, liwing according to its own rhythm outside the

mainstream of world history. This development is desired by

our own people.22ó

The pursuit of special status has not protected the

cul-ture of Québec, the major concern of the Tremblay

Commission. Rather, special- stat.us and the changes

surrounding it hawe chanqed Québec's cufture. No longer is

22a Iratouche, "North American Subsystem,'r p.931, note.
22s Roberto Perín, rrAnswering the Québec Question: Two

Centuries of Equivocation, " Neqotiating with a Sovereign
Ouébec, Daniel Drache and Roberto Perin, eds., (Toronto,
L992) , pp.42,43.

226 CLicinê, "Québec Since Duplessis, " p.22.
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the prowince an ultramontane, rural and traditional society.

Today, Québec is a modern, commercialízed socJ-ety l-ike the

rest of the larger community of North America. Bernard

wrj-tes that the objectiwe of French-Canadians has become

r'- . . the surviwal of the French language and of a French-

speaking Québec society... guaranteed by economic

prosperiLy..."'

In this light then, special status can be seen as not

so much protecting a distinct culture as sol-idifying a new

one. Demands for special status were initially considered as

a method for protecting Québec from the dominant English-

Canadian federal- goverriment and business elites. However,

the 1960s saw the adoption of Keynesianism in Québec, and

the a970s saw the Québécois move in to replace the

anglophone elites in the private sector of Québec. The

pursuit of special status, therefore, establ-ished the

culture of the uniwersal and homogenous state within Québec.

Quite often the necessity for special status is present.ed as

the necessity to preserwe and enhance the economy. To

justify this, the national-ists refer to the need for action

regarding the economic crisis in Canada. The Al-l-aire Report

states that

the Canadj-an state is too cumbersome, too
centrafized. It suffers from the problems that
afflict large organizations : plodding decision
making processr poor interpretation of the
needs of users, not to mention the r¡/aste

227 Bernard, What Does Ouébec Want? , p.r27 -
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arising from overlapping jurisdiction, or the
system' s rrulnerability to special interests. . .

the urg:ent need to change is just as wal-id
for Québec as for the other provinces.228

The Allaire Report g-oes on to suggest a radicaf

decentralization of powers, giving some twenty-two powers to

Québec.

Québec culture is now primarily defined in terms of

language. Today, national-ists and separat.ist.s present the

threat to Québec in terms of the threat of the French
- )aolanguage."' fn fact, the separatists tt...do not desire an

independent French state in an ol-der sense of political

sovereignty, but rather to l-ive more naturally in their own

language in the technol-ogical empire.230

fn this light, Québec is distinct; it is the only

geographical region in the North American community where

the majority language is not English. Further, it has taken

1egal steps to protect that language. Evidence suggesLs that

the French language is not headed for extinction.

A Statistics Canada report suggested that there is no

threat to the French language. In l-900, some 83? of the

Québec population spoke French as their first J-anguage. In

1986, that number was aL 83.1?, while in 1991, the reported

228 çuébec Liberal Party, Free Lo Choose, pp.1-7,I8.
atô¿¿e .Tul ius Grey, rtFrench is in No Danger in Québec , "

W , w.L2 , Íro.7 , (Sept. , I99l-) , p.A7 .

230 James Doull-, rrNaLuralist.ic Indiwidualísm: Québec
Independence and an Independent Canada, " Modernity and
Responsibil-ity, Eugene Combs, €d., (Toronto, 1-983) , p.29.
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number was again B3Z.?31 Further, in l-991 38? of immigrants

learn French as the first of their official- language, up

from 272 ten years earlier. Simpson states that by the year

2OOO, the number wil-I be approximately 502.232 Simpson

suggests that t.he cause of this increase is the education

provisions of Québec's language laws.233

fronically, Québec does not need any special status

prowisions in order to proLect the French language. Their

main cultural- attribute is saf e i^rithout special status. In

all- fairness, however, it is possible that the debates and

acrimony that have surrounded special status throughout the

years may hawe had an motivating impact on the desire to

create the laws, and pride in the use of the language.

Regardless, what the apparent safety of French suggests is

that. t.he language of expression of the traditional- cul-ture

has become t.he language of the culture of modernity.

Howewer, Québec is not culturafly distinct in terms of

the prewailing attitudes towards t.he role of the state in

social areas and in business interests. Further, it is not

distinct in Lerms of the desire to progress economically-

Québeckers are presented with the option for Sovereignt.y-

Association whi1e being reassured that this course would not

23r Jeffery Simpson, "Drifting Toward a More French Québec
and a More English Rest-of-Canada, " The Globe and Mail-, 14
Jan. A993, p.A1B.

232 rbid.,p.A1B.
233 rbid.,p.A1B.
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lead to rupture and economic chaos. fn fact, supporters of

this option stress that Québec's economic l-ot woul-d in fact

be better outside of Confederation's economic problems-

Québeckers live today in the atmosphere of the

universal- and homogenous sLate that they themselwes have

accepted as proper and good. Grant's l-ament applíes wel-I to

Québec ; Tendebantqr-te manus ripae ul-terioris amore.23a

23a Grant, Lament, p.97. From Virgil's Aeneid (Book Vr) :

They were holding their arms outstretched in l-ove toward the
further shore-
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Major inwestments of
Québec Lo 31 December

APPENDIX A

the Caisse de dépôt et de pTacement du
19 82 -23s

Company Percent of votinq interest
Brascade
Vidéotron
Prowigo
Rol-land fnc.
Prenor Group
Domtar
Québec - Té1éphone
Dominion Textil-e
Société d' inwestissement Desjardins
Logistec
I-,a Vérendrye
Domco Industries
Canadian Pacific
Trust Général-
National Bank of Canada
Gaz Métropolitain
Al-can Al-uminium
Royal Bank
Té1é -Metropole

30.0
30.0
29 .9
27 -3
a.-7 4

24 -2
L7 .5
1-4 .4
L4 .3
13.0
L2.r
11.6
9.9
9.8

7.7
7.6
6.6
5.3

Consolidated Bathurst 3.7

235 Niosi, rrFrench-Canadian Capitalism, " p.1BB.
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The Power Corporation

APPENDIX B

Group (Nowember L982) 236

Gesca Ltée
I

I

I

Ira Presse
,Journaux Trans - Canada

PauI Desjardins

692

Power Corporation
I

I

I

I

I

I 1oo?
I

______]_
GeIco

| +oz
Consofidated

Bathurst
I ee.4z

Inwestors
Group

I .t ">9I LLO

Canadian
Pac]-Ir_c

I zoz
Pargesa

| )9

Banque
Bruxefles - Lambert

National- Bank
of Canada

I oez
I

Great -West l-,if e

Total assets: #1-2 billion

I so.zz
I

I

ruontreaf rrusi
Canadian.

236 Ibid . ,p.192
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APPENDIX C

VARIOUS DEMANDS FOR DEVOLUTION OF POWERS
FROM QUÉBEC GOVERNMENTS

1-960 - 1991

f. In 1960, the newly elected Liberal-s issued their first
d.emands to the federal government.23T The six demands were:

1
2

3
4

5
6

Repatriation of t.he Constitution,
A Charter of Rights with giuarantees for language and

education rights of francophones outside Québec,
The creation of a constitutional court,
The creation of a permanent federal-prowincial

secretariat.
Annual Federal-Provincial First Mj-nisters' Conferences,
An end t.o conditional grants and jurisdictíonal

intrusi-ons.

fI. The :-966 Québec provincial efection saw a heightening
of nationalist demands. The Liberal- goverrlrnent, fighting a
rewitalízed and national-ist llnion nationaTe, put forward in
its campaign a platform that incl-uded demands for more
po\¡/ers from the federal- governme[t238, specifical-ly:

1-) famity allowances, 3) old age benefits,
2) more powers of taxation, 4) immígration.

Compared to later demands, these were modest. The Lesage
government also wanted the federal government to get out of
areas of excl-usiwe provincial jurisdiction.

III. Tn L96'7, ât the Confederation of Tomorrow Conferences,
the Union national-e government under Premier Danie} .Tohnson,
made some informal- demands for a redistribution of

237 Daniel Latouche, Canada and Ouébec, Past and Future:
An Essay, (Toronto, 1986) , p.2I.

t" çuinn, Union Nationale, pp. 2L7-2r8.
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powers?3e. rn addition to all powers reserved for the
provinces in the Constitut.ion, the demands incl-uded:

1
3
5
7
9

educati-on,
family allowances,

R and D,
job training,

2) old age benefits,
4) healt.h,

B) culture,
f0) manpower

regional development, 6) municipal aid,

11) language

Further, Premier Johnson state at the Confederation of
Tomorrow Conferences that Québec wanted jurisdiction over
"...to put it briefly, ewerything that may be used as
instruments for French-Canadian assertion and promotion of
her economic, social and political- institutions. "240

IV. In 1975, the Liberals under Robert Bourassa made six new
constitutional demands.2ar These incl-uded:

1) A Québec weto over constitutíonal amendmenLs,
2) Participation in nomination of Supreme Court Justices,
3) Provincial paramountcy in culture and education,
4) The abil-ity to opt out of federal- programs with financial

compensation,
5) Participation in immigration matters,
6) Limits on Ottawa's declaratory and spending powers in

areas of provincial jurisdiction.

V. In 1979, the Parti québécois, whose mandate incl-uded a
referendum on Sowereignty-Association, presented its model-
of a ne\,.r Canada. The White Paper, formally cal-l-ed Canada-
Ouebec, A New Dea12a2, laid out plans for a ful1y autonomous
Québec with economíc links to Canada. The PQ wanted an
asymmetrical- transfer of all- powers from Canada to Québec.
The report does noL incl-ude a devolution to any oLher
prowince -

23e Government of Québec, 'rPreliminary Statement,'r p.13.

240 rbid. , p. 13 .

241 Gagnon and Montcalm, Beyond, p.158.

, "WhiLe Paper,rr pp.11 , 12.)l')
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6
7
8
9

1)
t\
3)
4)
E\

Québec's powers:

aII taxation pov/ers,
registration,
external affairs,
social- af f airs,
culLure,

education,
family matters,
l-abour relations,
healt.h and welfare,
social insurance,

Proposed areas of so1ely

1) national- def ense,
2) tariffs and customs,
3 ) interprovincial cornmerce,
4) monetary conLrol,

immigration,
court systems,
defense,
transportation,

) Iegisl-ation.

6) unempJ-oyment insurance,
7) natural resources,
B) energy,
9 ) interior fisheries,
10) prisons -

federal jurisdiction:

5) Canada Post,
6) redistribution of weal-th
7) external affairs,
B) citizenship.

10

Furthermore, the I{hite Paper íncludes a catch-all- phrase:

through sowereignLy, Québec would acquire in
addition to the political powers it already
has, those now exercised by Ottawa, whether
they were assigned to the federal government
under the British North America Act of 18 67 or
whether it. assumed them since that time,
directly of indirectly.

VI. The Québec Liberal Party in l-980 responded to the 1,9't9
PQ position by producing the report cal-led A New Canadian
Federation, commonly called the Beige Paper.2a3 In this
paper, the Liberals recofitmended devol-ution of powers from
the federal government to all provinces. In 1980, Lhe
Liberal-s did not support as)¡mmetrical federalism.

Proposed areas of solely provincial jurisdiction:

1
)
3
4
5

243 The Constitutional Committee
Party, "A New Canadian Federatiofl, "
Jan. 1980, pp.L2-1-8, passim.

of the Québec Liberal-
The Globe and Mail-, 10
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Proposed areas of shared jurisdiction:

agriculture,
transport,

5) immigratíon,
6) means of taxation,

1
2
3
4

communications, 7 ) culture,
justice, B) regional deveJ-opment,

9 ) technical- and medical- control-s.

Vff. The next demands from a Québec government came in 1985
when the Liberal-s, rê-el-ected under Robert Bourassa, made
their initial demands which Ied up to the Meech Lake Accord.
The five demands are wel-l known24:

1) recognition of Québec as a distinct society inside the
Canadian federation,

2) immigration powers,
3) the right to opt-out of federal--provincial shared-cost

programs with financial- compensation,
4) a rol-e in the selection of Supreme Court judges,
5) a Québec veto over constitutional amendments.

VTII - After the death of the Meech Lake Accord June 23,
1990, the Québec Liberal Part.y once again set up a party
committee to study a ngw Canadj-an federation. The report, A
Ouébec Free to Choose2a5, headed by ,Jean A1l-aire, \ivas
released in .Tanuary of 1991. Similar to the Liberal's report
of l-980, the l99I document divides the power into three
categories:

Areas of exclusive Québec jurisdiction:

1_
.)

3
4
5
6
7) family matters,
B) manpower,
9) natural resources/
10) health,
11) tourism,

social affairs,
municipal affairs,
culture,
education,
housing,
recreation and sport, I7

agriculture,
UIC,
communications,
regional development,
energy,
environment,
industry and commerce,
languages,
R and D,
public security,
income security.

L2
13
L4
15
L6

1B
19
20
2I
t,)\

24 GiL Rémi1lard, rrAccord. Vital to Québec,s Development
as a Nation,'r Canadian Speeches, vol-.4, (,June/JuIy, :-990) ,
p.4a.

205 Québec l-.,ibera1 Party, Free to Choose, p.38.
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Areas of shared jurisdiction:

1

3
4
5

natiwe af f aj-rs,
taxation,
immigration,

6) fisheries,
7) foreign policy,
I ) Canada Post,

financial institutions, 9) telecommunications,
j ustice , f-0 ) transport.

Areas of exclusiwe federal- jurisdiction:

1- ) national- def ense , 3 ) equal ization,
2) customs and tariffs, 4) currency and debt.
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